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Introduction 

                          
During the period when Chassidic Judaism1 was still in its 
infancy, Rabbi2 Raphael of Bershad3 (c. 1751–1827)4 was a 
charismatic figure who was revered by his followers in the 
region that is now southwestern and central Ukraine.  
 
Rabbi Raphael was a beloved and influential spiritual leader and 
was known as a tzaddik.5 After the death of his mentor, Rabbi 
Pinchas (Shapira)6 of Koretz7 (1726–1791), some of his followers 
became Rabbi Raphael’s disciples and were known as Bershad 
Chassidim.8  
 
Following Czar Alexander I’s 1804 edict, which mandated that 
Jews of the Russian Empire adopt permanent surnames, Rabbi 
Raphael and his sons acquired the rare and unique surname of 
“Fridgant,” meaning “peace hand.” 9 Although there are very 
few living descendants with that surname, we succeeded in 
identifying four pedigreed descendants of Rabbi Raphael, all of 
whom had variants of the Fridgant surname.  

 
Book cover design symbolizing the tallit (prayer shawl) weaving industry for which Bershad was once renowned.10 

 
We also succeeded in identifying one partially pedigreed descendant, and several possible patrilineal 
descendants of Rabbi Raphael. The genealogical records for the partially pedigreed descendant were 
fragmentary and incomplete, but the naming pattern and available records enabled us to construct a family 
tree showing a hypothesized line of descent.  
 
In this pioneering Y-DNA research study, we succeeded in identifying the Y-DNA genetic signature and 
ethnic origin of Rabbi Raphael’s paternal lineage. Our study demonstrates the usefulness of identifying 
the Y-DNA genetic signature of a rabbinical line, and for verifying descent from that line, despite having 
fragmentary and incomplete genealogical records. 
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Life of Rabbi Raphael of Bershad  
 
Rabbi Raphael of Bershad (c. 1751–1827) was a spiritual leader of Russian Jews during the early days of 
Chassidism. As a young man, he became the disciple of Rabbi Pinchas Shapira of Koretz. Over the years, 
Rabbi Raphael frequently visited his mentor and colleague in Koretz and, later, in Ostrog,11 but Bershad 
remained his home for most of his lifetime.  In his old age, Rabbi Raphael lived in Tarashcha, Ukraine,12 
in the home of a grandson.13 He died on January 14, 1827, at the age of seventy-six years.  
 

Rabbi Raphael had thousands of followers throughout the region, but 
he did not establish a Chassidic court or hereditary dynasty and had no 
successor.14 However, his followers remained a distinct group after his 
death.15 Their practices differed from those of mainstream Chassidism 
in some important respects: their liturgy included different versions of 
prayers and special melodies, and they prayed in a whisper. 
 
The reputation of Bershad was molded by the influence of Rabbi 
Raphael and his followers. Their moral qualities and spiritual practices 
were named after the town: Bershad truthfulness, Bershad humility, 
and Bershad prayer. The town also became renowned for the 
manufacture of woven prayer garments (Bershad fringes and Bershad 
prayer shawls). 16, 17 

 

Rabbi Raphael’s tombstone in Tarashcha, Ukraine.18  The Hebrew inscription reads: “Here lies a humble and pious 
man / Superlative and famous / Our great teacher and rabbi, Raphael of Bershad / Son of our teacher and rabbi, 
Yaakov Yakili / He spoke the truthful word of the Torah / And dishonesty was never found on his lips / He walked in 
peace and righteousness / Died on Sunday, 15 Tevet.” 

 
Although Rabbi Raphael did not write any books, his sayings were often quoted, and his teachings were 
written down after his death by his followers. The Imrei Pinchas HaShalem19 (the collected works of 
Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz and his disciple, Rabbi Raphael of Bershad) and the Midrash Pinhas20 give us 
some glimpses into the life of Rabbi Raphael. Some of this information is presented in English translation 
on the web site Two Tzaddiks,21 by co-author Susan K. Steeble. 
 
Family of Rabbi Raphael 
 
Very little genealogical information about the family of Rabbi Raphael is available to researchers.22 
Therefore, most biographical evidence about the early generations of Rabbi Raphael’s family comes from 
religious literature23; a memorial book about Bershad24; family memoirs published by a descendant, 
Gedalyahu Wortman25, 26; and detailed family records kept by another descendant, Nathan Adelsohn.27 
The “R’ Raphael of Bershad Patrilineal Family Tree” is available on Ancestry.com.28 
 
The sons of Rabbi Raphael were Rabbi Yaakov Yakel (c. 1770 – c. 1840),29, 30 Rabbi Yitzchok (c. 1775 
– before 1835),31 and Rabbi Levi (c. 1785 – before 1842).32 A fourth son, the twin brother of Levi, died 
in infancy.33 The daughter34 of Rabbi Raphael became the wife of Rabbi Yaakov Wortman of Bosivka35 
in 1813.36 
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Rabbi Raphael’s two older sons, Rabbi Yaakov Yakel and Rabbi Yitzchok, were, like their father, 
disciples of Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz. When Rabbi Raphael became the leader of the Bershad Chassidim, 
some members of his family were documented as being among his students and followers. These included 
his younger son, Rabbi Levi; his son-in-law, Rabbi Yaakov Wortman; and several grandsons: Rabbi 
Yeshayu, son of Rabbi Yitzchok; Rabbi Levi Yitzchok Wortman, son of Rabbi Yaakov Wortman; and 
another unnamed grandson.37 
 
Rabbi Yaakov Yakel, Rabbi Raphael’s oldest son, had at least two sons who lived to adulthood: Shlema 
Fridgant (c. 1810 – c. 1880)38 and Avram Fridant (c. 1810–1850).39 
 
Rabbi Yitzchok, Rabbi Raphael’s second son, was the father of Rabbi Yeshayu (c. 1793–1842)40 and the 
grandfather of Arie Leib (Fridgant) (c. 1810 – c. 1880), who was betrothed to a cousin in 1821. The bride-
to-be was Rifka Wortman (a granddaughter of Rabbi Raphael through his daughter).41 Rabbi Yitzchok 
was also the father of Yukel Fridgant (1803 – c. 1873), whose son was Leib Friedhant (1823 – c. 1893).42, 
43, 44  
 
Rabbi Levi, Rabbi Raphael’s third son, had only one child, Isrultze (Israel) Friedhant (c. 1810 – c. 1896), 
who died at the age of eighty-six.45, 46 Isrultze’s sons were Yankel Friedgand (c. 1840 – before 1883), a 
rabbi and dayan (rabbinical judge) in Bershad; Levi Fridgant (c. 1842 – after 1906), a rabbi and shochet 
(ritual slaughterer); and Moishe Friedhand (1851–1927). 47 As a young man, Isrultze was a maker of prayer 
shawls,48 and, later, he may have been a rabbi, as indicated by the family lore of a female descendant: “A 
story I always heard is that my grandfather Yankel [1884–1962] was the first in seven generations not to 
become a rabbi.” 49 If that story is based on fact, then Isrultze was a rabbi, in the line from Isrultze’s great-
grandfather to his great-grandson:  
 
Rabbi Yaakov Yakel50 (c. 1726 – c. 1766) > Rabbi Raphael (c. 1751–1827) > Rabbi Levi (c. 1785 – before 
1842) > [Rabbi] Isrultze (c. 1810 – c. 1896) > Rabbi Yankel (c. 1835 – before 1883) > Rabbi Nachum51 
(c. 1860–1912) > Yankel52 (1884–1962). 
 
Identifying the Pedigreed Descendants of Rabbi Raphael 
 
One of the pedigreed descendants in our study, Peter Freedhand, was a first cousin of co-author Susan 
Steeble (his father and her mother were twins) and was well-known to her since childhood. Peter and 
Susan shared the same grandfather (Meyer/Max Freedhand), great-grandfather (Moishe/Morris 
Friedhand), and 2nd-great-grandfather, Isrultze Friedhant.  
 
Another pedigreed descendant, Alex Fridgant, was previously unknown to Susan, although his father and 
grandfather were listed in family records.53 Alex contacted Susan after discovering her web site, Two 
Tzaddiks. Susan’s extensive genealogical research on the family helped identify him as another descendant 
of Isrultze Friedhant through his son Yankel Friedgand. 
 
Two other patrilineal descendants of Rabbi Raphael, cousins Jacques Freydont and Marc Friedant, were 
identified initially as potential descendants because their surnames were variants of the Fridgant surname. 
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Genealogical research in U.S. records identified their 2nd-great-grandfather as Avram Fridant. 
Subsequently, the piecing together of records acquired from the Kiev and Khmelnytskyi Archives in 
Ukraine and translated by co-author Jeffrey Briskman revealed that Avram Fridant was the grandson of 
Rabbi Raphael through his son Yaakov Yakel. Their full pedigree was thus established. 
 

Peter Freedhand. Study participant Peter Freedhand was born in 
1956, in Manhattan, NY. When he was an adult, he learned of his 
descent from Rabbi Raphael from a cousin. He is a fully pedigreed 
patrilineal descendant of Rabbi Raphael:  
 
Rabbi Raphael (c. 1751–1827) > Levi (c. 1785 – before 1842) > 
Isrultze (c. 1810 – c. 1896) > Moishe/Morris (1851–1927) > 
Meyer/Max (c. 1880–1944) > Israel/Charles (1915–1970) > Peter 
(b. 1956).54 
 
Information that Moishe (later Morris) Friedhand was the great-
grandfather of Peter Freedhand was available from family members 
and other sources.55, 56 Moishe’s 1927 death certificate57 and 
tombstone58 show that his father was named Yisroel (Israel), the 
Hebrew and English versions of the Yiddish nickname Isrultze, by 
which a grandson of Rabbi Raphael was known in religious59 and 
secular60 literature.  
 
The final and essential link in the lineage chain (see Table 1) was 
provided by the family record of Nathan Adelsohn,61 which revealed 
that Levi, a son of Rabbi Raphael, was the father of Isrultze. That 
document also states that Isrultze was Levi’s only child.  

 

Tombstone of Morris Friedhand in the Bershader plot in Montefiore Cemetery, St. Albans, NY.62  The Hebrew portion 
of the inscription is translated as: “Here lies / Moshe, son of Israel / died 1 Marcheshvan 5688 / May his soul be bound 
up in the bond of eternal life.” 

 
Alex Fridgant.63 Study participant Alex Fridgant was born in Kharkov, Ukraine, in 1959, and immigrated 
with his family to the U.S. circa 1990. The family lore that the family was descended from a tzaddik was 
passed down to Alex. His lineage, which is documented in the family record of Nathan Adelsohn,64 is: 
 
Rabbi Raphael (c. 1751–1827) > Levi (c. 1785 – before 1842) > Isrultze (c. 1810 – c. 1896) > Yankel (c. 
1835 – before 1883) > Levi (c. 1860 – before 1934) > Benzion (1894–1973) > Levi/Lev (1934–2015) > 
Alex (b. 1959).65  
 
Jacques Freydont and Marc Friedant. Study participants Jacques Freydont (b. 1947, son of Sidney 
Friedant/Freydont) and Marc Friedant (b. 1962, son of Eugene Friedant) are first cousins who share the 
same paternal grandfather, Nechamye (later Herman/Hyman) Friedant (1890–1964).66 They were both 
unaware of their possible descent from Rabbi Raphael. 
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Their line was first traced back to their great-grandfather, Shloime 
Yossel (later Solomon or Samuel Joseph) Friedant (1843–1910),67 
who lived in Stepantsy,68 Ukraine, before immigrating to the U.S. in 
1905, and to Shloime’s father, Avram Fridant (c. 1810–1850), who 
was born in Bershad, but moved with his family, including sons Reful 
and Shloime, to the Cherkasy district of Kiev province, more than 100 
miles away. Avram Fridant was later identified as a grandson of Rabbi 
Raphael through his son Yaakov Yakel. 
 
Russian census documents show that Avram’s son Shloime was 
registered in the Olgopol69 district, where Bershad is located, although 
he was born in Tagancha70 and lived in Stepantsy.71, 72 These census 
findings confirm the family’s connection with Bershad in the relevant 
time period. 

 

Tombstone of Solomon J. Fredant (Friedant) at Har Jehuda Cemetery, Upper Darby, PA.73  The Hebrew portion of the 
inscription is translated as: “Here is buried / our dear father Shlomo / Yosef son of Avraham / Friedand / [He] departed 
from the world of the living / age 67 / passed away 11 Cheshvon / 5671 / May his soul be bound in the binding of life.” 

 
Avram Fridant was identified as a son of Yaakov Yakel, the oldest son of Rabbi Raphael, through 1854 
military recruit records for Bershad showing that his sons, Reful, age nineteen, and Shlioma, age ten, were 
living with their uncle Shlema Fridgant; the same record also indicates that the boys’ father, Abramko 
(Avram), son of Yukel, had died in 1850.74  
 
The Hebrew inscription on Sidney Freydont’s tombstone, Shloime Yossel ben Nechamye, reflects the 
traditional naming pattern in Jacques Freydont’s line: 
 
Rabbi Raphael (c. 1751–1827) > Yaakov Yakel (c. 1770 – c. 1840) >.Avram (c. 1810–1850) > Shloime 
Yossel/Samuel Joseph (1843–1910) > Nechamye/Herman/Hyman (1890–1964) > Shloime Yossel/Sidney 
Joseph (1916–1981)75 > Jacques (b. 1947). 
  
Marc Friedant’s lineage reveals that, in a break with Jewish tradition, the name Yossel (Joseph) was also 
given to Nechamye’s second son, Eugene: 
 
Rabbi Raphael (c. 1751–1827) > Yaakov Yakel (c. 1770 – c. 1840) >.Avram (c. 1810–1850) > Shloime 
Yossel/Samuel Joseph (1843–1910) > Nechamye/Herman/Hyman (1890–1964) > Yossel/Eugene (1926–
2012)76 > Mordechai/Marc (b. 1962). 
 
The lines of descent for the four pedigreed descendants of Rabbi Raphael are presented in Table 1.  
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TABLE 1 
 

PATRILINEAL LINES OF DESCENT FOR PEDIGREED DESCENDANTS OF  
RABBI RAPHAEL OF BERSHAD 

 
 

GEN PATRILINEAL LINES OF DESCENT 

1 
Rabbi Raphael of Bershad [FRIDGANT]  

born c. 1751, Bershad,* Ukraine 
d. 1827, Tarashcha, Ukraine 

2 
Rabbi Levi [FRIDGANT] 

b. ~1785, Bershad, Ukraine  
d. bef. 1842, Bershad, Ukraine 

Rabbi Yaakov Yakel [FRIDGANT] 
b. ~1770, Bershad, Ukraine 
d. ~1840, Bershad, Ukraine 

3 
Rabbi Isrultze/Israel FRIEDHANT 

b. ~1810, Bershad, Ukraine 
d. ~1896, Bershad, Ukraine 

Avram FRIDANT 
b. ~1810, Bershad, Ukraine 

d. 1850, Cherkasy district, Ukraine* 

4 
Rabbi Yankel FRIEDGAND 
b. ~1835, Bershad, Ukraine 

d. bef. 1883, Bershad, Ukraine 

Moishe/Morris FRIEDHAND 
b. 1851, Bershad, Ukraine 

d. 1927, Brooklyn, NY 

Shloime Yossel/Samuel Joseph FRIEDANT 
b. 1843, Tagancha, Ukraine 
d. 1910, Philadelphia, PA 

5 
 

Levi FRIEDGAND 
b. ~1860, Bershad, Ukraine 

d. bef. 1934, Bershad, Ukraine* 

Meyer/Max FREEDHAND 
born c 1880, Bershad, 

Ukraine 
d. 1944, Groton, CT 

Nechamye/Herman/Hyman FRIEDANT 
b. 1890, Stepantsy, Ukraine 
d. 1964, Philadelphia, PA  

6 
Benzion FRIDGANT 

b. 1894, Kryzhopil, Ukraine 
d. 1973, Kharkov, Ukraine 

Israel/Charles FREEDHAND 
b. 1915, Brooklyn, NY 

d. 1970, Manhattan, NY 

Sidney J. FREYDONT 
b. 1916, Philadelphia, PA 
d. 1981, Kansas City, MO  

Eugene L. FRIEDANT 
b. 1926, Philadelphia, PA 
d. 2012, Philadelphia, PA 

7 
Levi/Lev FRIDGANT 

b. 1934, Kharkov, Ukraine 
d. 2015, Chicago, IL  

Peter FREEDHAND 
b. 1956, Manhattan, NY 

Jacques FREYDONT 
b. 1947, Los Angeles, CA 

Marc FRIEDANT 
b. 1962, Philadelphia, PA 

8 Alex FRIDGANT 
b. 1959, Kharkov, Ukraine    

 
[ ] Presumed surname if the person was alive in 1804 when hereditary family surnames were first mandated in the Russian 

Empire.77 
 
c. Circa; estimated date of birth/death based on documented age in a genealogical record. 
 
~  Estimated date of birth/death based on imprecise biographical information or an assumed average of twenty-five years for a 

generation and seventy years for a lifespan (see text). 
  
*  Presumed place of birth/death (see text). 
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The Y-DNA results of the four pedigreed patrilineal descendants of Rabbi Raphael were used to identify 
the Y-DNA genetic signature of his patrilineal lineage.  This procedure is described more fully in the 
Results section.   
 
Once the Y-DNA genetic signature of the lineage is identified, it can then be used to confirm or disprove 
patrilineal descent for partially pedigreed or non-pedigreed descendants.  Several partially pedigreed and 
non-pedigreed descendants were evaluated in this manner. 
 
Identifying the Partially Pedigreed and Non-Pedigreed Descendants of Rabbi Raphael and Their 
Presumed Lineages 
 
The name Fridgant is extremely rare, and there are probably only a few dozen men with variants of the 
surname living today.78 In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, persons with variants of the Fridgant 
name immigrated primarily to the U.S., Israel, Russia, Romania, Canada, France, Australia, and 
Argentina.79  
 
However, because of name changes, language barriers, and the limited information available for living 
persons owing to privacy concerns, few of their descendants are traceable. Some potential descendants 
were contacted but declined to participate or were found to be ineligible for the study because family 
members knew or suspected that the lineage passed through a maternal ancestor or because patrilineal 
lines had terminated in the Holocaust or had “daughtered out.” 
 
An internet search80 of genealogical records identified two potential patrilineal descendants of Rabbi 
Raphael with variants of the Fridgant surname (David Fridgant and Donald Fredgant) who were eligible 
to participate in our project. These study participants had limited knowledge of their paternal ancestry 
(three generations at most) and were unaware of their potential heritage until they were informed of the 
possibility.  
 
We theorized that any previously unknown patrilineal descendants of Rabbi Raphael must descend from 
one of Rabbi Raphael’s two older sons (Rabbi Yaakov Yakel and Rabbi Yitzchok), because it was very 
unlikely that they were descended from his youngest son, Rabbi Levi, who had only one son, Isrultze; the 
names of all of Isrultze’s children, as well as many of their descendants, are well-documented.81 We also 
know that Isrultze was roughly contemporary with the other grandsons of Rabbi Raphael. Because the 
lines of descent from Rabbi Yaakov Yakel and Rabbi Yitzchok are not as well-documented, we cannot be 
certain that a descendant belongs to one branch or the other.  
 
Inevitably, there are uncertainties and data gaps in the presumed lineages. Here, we present the 
genealogical clues that we have pieced together to construct our proposed lines of descent for each of the 
potential patrilineal descendants whom we identified and tested.  
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David Fridgant. Study participant David Fridgant (b. 1953) did not have any family lore of being 
descended from Rabbi Raphael. His grandfather, David Fridgant (1892–1926), passed away when his son, 
Bernard (1919–1997), was only six years old,82 so the family history was not passed down to his 
descendants; however, Bernard followed the Ashkenazi Jewish tradition of naming his son David after his 
deceased father.83  
 

Bernard Fridgant’s grandfather, Selman (later Solomon) Friedgant or 
Freedgont (1868–1932), immigrated to the U.S. from Bershad in 1907 84 
and settled in Philadelphia.85 His naturalization documents86 confirm that 
he and his family were born in Bershad. Unfortunately, his father’s name 
is reported as “unknown” on his death certificate87 and is not given on his 
tombstone.88 
 
The presumed line of descent for David Fridgant is presented in Table 2. 
We believe that David Fridgant’s line is descended from an earlier David 
(Duvid Friedgant, c. 1805 – c. 1875),89 who was born in Bershad and had 
a son named Itsko, a nickname for Yitzchok (c. 1835 – c. 1905).90 We 
also think that Duvid was a son of Rabbi Yitzchok Fridgant (c. 1775 – 
before 1835) and that Itsko was named after his grandfather Yitzchok. 
We further presume that Selman Friedgant (1868–1932)91 was the son of 
Itsko Friedgant, because his birth year is close to the same time period 
(1856–1865) as those of Itsko’s other known children,92 and his family’s 
origin in Bershad is documented. 

 

Tombstone of Solomon Freedgont (Fridgant) in the Bershader section of at Har Jehuda Cemetery, Upper Darby, PA   

 
On the basis of the naming pattern, the compatible date of birth of Selman Friedgant, and the evidence 
that this family originated in Bershad, we presume the following lineage:  
 
Rabbi Raphael (c. 1751–1827) > Yitzchok (c. 1775 – before 1835) > Duvid (c. 1805 – c. 1875) > Itsko (c. 
1835 – c. 1905) > Selman/Solomon (1868–1932) > David (1892–1926) > Bernard (1919–1997) > David 
(b. 1953). 
 
Donald Fredgant. Another partially pedigreed potential descendant, Donald Fredgant (b. 1947), was 
invited to participate in our study because he shared a variant of the same very rare Fridgant surname. He 
was descended from Moishe Friegand (c. 1850 – before 1903), whose son Leib (later Louis) (1876–1940) 
was born in Strassburg93 in the Russian Empire’s Kherson province. In 1906, Leib immigrated to the U.S. 
with his wife and their infant son, Moishe (1903–1964).94 Moishe (later Morris) was the father of Donald 
Fredgant (b. 1947), whose middle name, Louis, repeats the anglicized name of his grandfather: 
 
Moishe (c. 1850 – before 1903) > Leib/Louis (1876–1940) > Moishe/Morris (1903–1964) > Donald Louis 
(b. 1947). 
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The naming pattern suggested that Moishe Friegand’s father might be named Leib. Indeed, there were two 
lines of descent from Rabbi Raphael in which this seemed to be a possibility. The Y-DNA results, 
however, ruled out the possibility of his being a patrilineal descendant of Rabbi Raphael of Bershad (see 
Y-DNA Test Results). 
 
Donald Fredgant’s presumed line of descent is not included in Table 2 because the possibility of his being 
a patrilineal descendant of Rabbi Raphael was disproven by the Y-DNA test results. 
 
Russell Clark Lipton. Although Russell Clark Lipton (b. 1951) does not have a variant of the Fridgant 
surname, he is included as a study participant through his connection to Donald Fredgant, His father, 
Delbert Clark Lipton (1914–2007),95 was adopted as an infant and was not aware of his Jewish ancestry 
until late in his lifetime. Through exhaustive genealogical research, Russell had successfully identified his 
father’s non-Jewish mother, but he was still avidly searching for the identity of his paternal grandfather. 
Both he and his father had taken Y-DNA tests in 2006, and in 2011, he upgraded the kits to test for 
autosomal matches.  
 
In 2016, when Donald Fredgant’s Y-DNA test results were reported, Russell saw that Donald matched 
him at 37/37 STR markers. At that point in time, however, due Russell’s lack of awareness of his paternal 
lineage, the genealogical significance of the Fredgant surname was not obvious to him. In 2017, we 
ordered autosomal DNA upgrades of our study participants’ test kits as an adjunct to this Y-DNA study 
(data not reported here). The autosomal DNA test results indicated a very close genetic match between 
Donald and both Russell and his father. Recognizing the significance of this finding, Russell contacted 
our research team for further information and collaboration. He later agreed to be a participant in our Y-
DNA research study. 
 
Russell invited several other Fredgant relatives (Donald’s aunt and her daughter, as well as a second 
cousin) to take autosomal DNA tests. The results strongly supported the likelihood that Donald’s father, 
Morris Fredgant, was Delbert’s half-brother and that Donald was Russell’s half-first cousin.   
 
Russell and Donald share the same paternal great-grandfather and grandfather: 
 
Moishe (c. 1850 – before 1903) > Leib/Louis (c. 1876–1940) > Delbert (1914–2007) > Russell (b. 1951). 
 
Like Donald, Russell is not a patrilineal descendant of Rabbi Raphael of Bershad, so his presumed line of 
descent is not included in Table 2. 
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Identifying the Non-Pedigreed Potential Patrilineal Descendants of Rabbi Raphael and Their 
Presumed Lineages 
 
Nathan Marchosky and Hector Mondrik. Two potential non-pedigreed descendants, Nathan 
Marchosky and Hector Mondrik, were also included as participants in the study, based upon family lore 
or matching Y-DNA test results indicating that they might be patrilineal descendants of Rabbi Raphael, 
although they did not share the Fridgant family surname, and their connection to the Fridgant line is 
unknown. 
  
Nathan Marchosky was identified from the genetic match list of Peter Freedhand. He descends from a line 
dating back to his third great-grandfather, Levi Isaac Marchovsky (c. 1840 – c. 1900), who was born in 
the Odessa area.96 Later generations lived in Iasi, Romania; Tientsin, China; Panama; and the United 
States: 
 
Levi Isaac Marchovsky (c. 1840 – c. 1910) > Shulem Joseph Marchosky (1863–1933) > Leo Yoshua 
(1905–1966) > Eusebio (1939–2005) > Eusebio (b. 1963) > Nathan (b. 2000).  
 
Hector Mondrik was identified from an online family tree.97 He descends from a line whose earliest known 
ancestor, Itzhak Lerman (c. 1815 – c. 1885), lived in Bershad. According to family lore, Itzhak changed 
the family surname sometime after 1830 to help one of his sons avoid military conscription.98 Itzhak’s 
grandson, Moshe Iakov Mondrik (1873–1962), left the town of Obodovka99 at a very young age and settled 
in Vad Rashkov,100 Bessarabia. In 1905, with his wife and their son David (1900–1979), he immigrated 
to Argentina. 
 
The Encyclopedia of the Founders and Builders of Israel contains an entry about a paternal relative of 
Hector Mondrik, Yitzhak Carmeli (1893–1964), who was said to be descended from the family of Rabbi 
Raphael.101 
 
Although Hector’s surname was not a variant of Fridgant, he had family lore, family origin in Bershad in 
the right time period, and a family naming pattern that included the names Itzhak (Yitzchok) and Iakov 
(Yaakov), which match those of two of Rabbi Raphael’s sons: 
 
Itzhak Lerman/Mondrik (c. 1815 – c. 1885) > David Mondrik (c. 1840 – c. 1910) > Moshe Iakov (1873–
1962) > David (1900–1979) > Hector (b. 1939). 
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TABLE 2 
 

PRESUMED PATRILINEAL LINE OF DESCENT FOR THE PARTIALLY PEDIGREED DESCENDANT OF  
RABBI RAPHAEL OF BERSHAD 

 
 

GEN PATRILINEAL LINE OF DESCENT 

1 
Rabbi Raphael of Bershad [FRIDGANT] 

born c. 1751, Bershad,* Ukraine 
d. 1827, Tarashcha, Ukraine 

2 
 Rabbi Yitzchok [FRIDGANT] 

b. ~1775, Bershad, Ukraine 
d. bef. 1835, Bershad, Ukraine 

3 
Duvid FRIEDGANT 

b. ~1805, Bershad, Ukraine 
d. ~1875, Bershad,* Ukraine 

4 
Itsko FRIEDGANT 

born c. 1835, Bershad, Ukraine 
d. ~1905, Bershad,* Ukraine 

5 
 

Selman/Solomon FRIEDGANT 
b. 1868, Bershad, Ukraine 
d. 1932, Philadelphia, PA 

6 
David FRIDGANT 

b. 1892, Bershad, Ukraine 
d. 1926, Vineland, NJ 

7 
Bernard FRIDGANT 

b. 1919, Philadelphia, PA 
d. 1997, Philadelphia, PA 

8 David FRIDGANT 
b. 1953, Philadelphia, PA 

 
 
[ ] Presumed surname if the person was alive in 1804 when hereditary family surnames were first mandated in the Russian 

Empire. 
 
c. Circa; estimated date of birth/death based on documented age in a genealogical record. 
 
~  Estimated date of birth/death based on imprecise biographical information or on an assumed average of twenty-five years 

for a generation and seventy years for a lifespan (see text). 
  
*  Presumed place of birth/death (see text). 
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Methods 
 
The Y-DNA tests were conducted by Family Tree DNA (FTDNA) of Houston, TX. The standard DNA 
Y-chromosome segment (DYS) markers, also referred to in genetic testing as short-tandem repeat (STR) 
markers, for the four pedigreed descendants and one partially pedigreed descendant of Rabbi Raphael, in 
addition to one of the non-pedigreed descendants of his lineage, are presented in Table 3. 
 
The value of testing Y-DNA STR markers comes from creating a Y-DNA signature (haplotype) and 
comparing that Y-DNA signature to others in a database. They are useful for genetic genealogy because 
a unique Y-DNA signature distinguishes one paternal lineage from another. They can then be used in 
conjunction with Family Tree DNA’s Y-DNA comparative database to discover genealogical connections 
or historical ancestry.102 
 
Y-DNA mutates very slowly and passes down from father to son without recombination, except for the 
rare mutations that occur along the hereditary line; therefore, the Y-DNA genetic signature of a male 
descendant represents that of his entire patrilineal lineage.103 For the purpose of Y-DNA testing, all 
descendants of the lineage must be son-after-son; if there is even one maternal ancestor interposed in the 
lineage, the Y-DNA results of her descendants will reflect her husband’s patrilineal lineage, and not the 
Y-DNA genetic signature of the patrilineal lineage of interest. 
 
To establish the Y-DNA genetic signature of a given rabbinical lineage, the Y-DNA of pedigreed 
descendants of that lineage must genetically match one another. Ideally, these pedigreed descendants 
should be from different branches of the lineage, with each descendant representing a different cousinly 
patrilineal line. Matching Y-DNA results from three or more different patrilineal lines provide additional 
confirmation and validation of the Y-DNA genetic signature. 
 
Y-DNA tests of the four pedigreed patrilineal descendants of Rabbi Raphael’s lineage were reported at 
the 37 STR marker level. The initial haplogroup for the four descendants was predicted by FTDNA based 
upon their haplotype. Additional single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping was conducted for 
all four descendants to further refine the initial haplogroup classification.104 
 
Y-DNA Test Results -- The Haplotype of Rabbi Raphael’s Patrilineal Line 
 
Pedigreed Fridgant Descendants 
 
Table 3 presents the Y-DNA test results for the four pedigreed descendants, as well as for the partially 
pedigreed and non-pedigreed potential descendants. Non-matching allele values, representing possible 
mutations at the STR marker locations tested, are indicated by the blue-shaded cells.  
 
The Y-DNA results showed a close genetic match, at 36/37 STR markers, between two of the pedigreed 
descendants, Peter Freedhand and Alex Fridgant. Alex Fridgant displayed a unique allele mutation at 
DYS389II which none of the other pedigreed descendants shared; Peter Freedhand’s allele values, 
therefore, most likely represent ancestral values or the modal haplotype.  
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The close Y-DNA genetic match among between two of the pedigreed descendants, Peter Freedhand and 
Alex Fridgant, representing two different ancestral lines, validates their pedigree back to their common 
ancestor, Rabbi Raphael’s grandson, Isrultze (Israel) Friedhant (c. 1810 – c. 1896). These results confirm 
their documented patrilineal line of descent from Rabbi Raphael of Bershad.   
 
The other two pedigreed descendants, Jacques Freydont and Marc Friedant, matched each other at 37/37 
STR markers. They also closely matched pedigreed descendant Peter Freedhand at 36/37 STR markers, 
the only difference being an allele value of 20 instead of 19 at DYS576. These results confirm their 
documented patrilineal line of descent from Rabbi Raphael of Bershad. 
 
Partially Pedigreed Fridgant Descendants 
 
One of the partially pedigreed descendants, David Fridgant, represents an interesting case. He genetically 
matches Peter Freedhand at 33/37 STR markers; he has four unique mutations not shared by any of the 
other descendants: one mutation at DYS458, one at DYS570, and two at DYS442. However, because 
these are relatively rapidly mutating alleles, and because he has the Fridgant surname, and both his 
grandfather and great-grandfather were born in Bershad, it is more than likely that he also descends from 
Rabbi Raphael of Bershad (see also the time predictor model discussion).  
 
The genetic match between the partially pedigreed descendant (David Fridgant), and the four pedigreed 
Fridgant descendants validates the partially pedigreed descendant’s lineage from Rabbi Raphael as well, 
although his precise line of descent remains to be verified.  
 
The expectation that another partially pedigreed Fridgant descendant, Donald Fredgant, would prove to 
be a descendant of Rabbi Raphael was supported by the naming pattern, place of residence, and plausible 
timeline. However, he matched Peter Freedhand at only 26/37 STR markers, and he was not on the genetic 
match list of any of the pedigreed or partially pedigreed Fridgant descendants. We therefore concluded 
that he is too distantly related to the pedigreed and partially pedigreed descendants to be a patrilineal 
descendant of Rabbi Raphael of Bershad. His Y-DNA results are not included in Table 3 because they do 
not contribute to the identification of the haplotype for Rabbi Raphael’s lineage. 
 
This result was somewhat unexpected because it seems improbable that the name Fridgant simply arose 
randomly in the Jewish population in the Odessa region, and we had surmised that all Fridgant families 
from southwestern and central Ukraine are descendants of Rabbi Raphael.   
 
There are two possible scenarios that could explain the acquisition of the surname by non-patrilineal 
descendants or by unrelated individuals: 
 

(1) If Donald Fredgant is a non-patrilineal descendant of Rabbi Raphael, he may be descended from 
a granddaughter (the daughter of either Rabbi Yitzchok or Rabbi Yaakov Yakel) whose husband, 
perhaps named Leib, was living in his father-in-law’s household, being supported by the bride’s 
father while he continued his religious studies (an arrangement known as kest), in the era when 
permanent surnames were being acquired by Jews living in the Russian Empire.105  
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As a member of the household, the young husband, the father of Donald’s great-grandfather 
Moishe, would have adopted or been assigned his father-in-law’s surname.106  

 
(2) If Donald Fredgant is not a descendant of Rabbi Raphael, he may be descended from one of the 

rabbi’s many disciples and followers, who chose the surname because of his admiration and respect 
for Rabbi Raphael.  

 
Non-Pedigreed Descendants 
 
In addition to testing our pedigreed and partially pedigreed Fridgant descendants, we examined the Y-
DNA results for the two non-pedigreed study candidates, Nathan Marchosky and Hector Mondrik.  
 
Nathan Marchosky matched pedigreed descendant Peter Freedhand at 33/37 STR markers; he has four 
unique mutations that are not shared by any of the other pedigreed or non-pedigreed Fridgant descendants. 
He belongs to the same haplogroup (J-M267) and subclade (FGC8223) as the other pedigreed and partially 
pedigreed Fridgant descendants, and the Y-DNA evidence strongly supports his sharing a common 
ancestor with them. 
 
Because he does not share the Fridgant family surname, however, it is more likely than not that Nathan’s 
common ancestor lived prior to the Jewish surname era (1804), and one or more generations before Rabbi 
Raphael of Bershad. Hence, we consider him a newly discovered descendant of Rabbi Raphael’s 
patrilineal lineage, but only a possible descendant of the rabbi himself (see also the time predictor model 
discussion).   
 
Hector Mondrik was found to belong to a completely different haplogroup (E-M35) and cannot be a 
descendant of Rabbi Raphael along the patrilineal line. His Y-DNA results are not included in Table 3 
because he is not a patrilineal descendant of Rabbi Raphael, and his results do not contribute to the 
identification of the haplotype for Rabbi Raphael’s lineage. 
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TABLE 3 
 

Y-DNA TEST RESULTS FOR PEDIGREED, PARTIALLY PEDIGREED, AND NON-PEDIGREED 
DESCENDANTS OF RABBI RAPHAEL OF BERSHAD 

 

Partially Pedigreed 
Descendant

Non-Pedigreed 
Descendant

Peter FREEDHAND Alex FRIDGANT Jacques FREYDONT Marc FRIEDANT David FRIDGANT Nathan MARCHOSKY

DYS393 12 12 12 12 12 12

DYS390 23 23 13 13 23 23

DYS19 14 14 14 14 14 14

DYS391 10 10 10 10 10 10

DYS385a 13 13 13 13 13 13

DYS385b 18 18 18 18 18 18

DYS426 11 11 11 11 11 11

DYS388 16 16 16 16 16 16

DYS439 12 12 12 12 12 11

DYS389I 13 13 13 13 13 13

DYS392 11 11 11 11 11 11

DYS389II 31 30 31 31 31 31

DYS458 18 18 18 18 19 17

DYS459a 8 8 8 8 8 8

DYS459b 9 9 9 9 9 9

DYS455 11 11 11 11 11 11

DYS454 12 12 12 12 12 11

DYS447 25 25 25 25 25 25

DYS437 14 14 14 14 14 14

DYS448 20 20 20 20 20 20

DYS449 25 25 25 25 25 25

DYS464a 12 12 12 12 12 12

DYS464b 14 14 14 14 14 14

DYS464c 15 15 15 15 15 15

DYS464d 16 16 16 16 16 16

DYS460 11 11 11 11 11 11

Y-GATA-H4 10 10 10 10 10 10

YCAIIa 22 22 22 22 22 22

YCAIIb 22 22 22 22 22 22

DYS456 15 15 15 15 15 15

DYS607 14 14 14 14 14 14

DYS576 19 19 20 20 19 19

DYS570 17 17 17 17 18 17

CDYa 32 32 32 32 32 32

CDYb 36 36 36 36 36 35

DYS442 12 12 12 12 10 12

DYS438 10 10 10 10 10 10

Y-DNA STR 
MARKER

Pedigreed, Partially Pedigreed, and Non-Pedigreed Descendants of Rabbi Raphael of Bershad

Pedigreed Descendants
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An interesting finding was the uniqueness of the haplotype of Rabbi Raphael’s lineage, as indicated by 
the relatively small number of Y-DNA matches on the genetic match lists of his patrilineal descendants. 
This data is summarized in Table 4.  
 
Peter Freedhand had all four pedigreed and partially pedigreed Fridgant descendants, as well as newly 
discovered descendant Nathan Marchosky, and seventeen other genetic matches on his Y-DNA37 match 
list. Alex Fridgant had only twelve genetic matches (three Fridgant descendants and nine other genetic 
matches), due to his unique mutation at DYS389II.   
 
Jacques Freydont and Marc Friedant had still fewer genetic matches (three Fridgant descendants and seven 
other genetic matches) due to their unique mutation at DYS576, and David Fridgant matched only one 
Fridgant descendant, and had no other genetic matches, due to his three unique mutations at DYS458, 
DYS570, and DYS442.   
 
Nathan Marchosky had only one Fridgant descendant (Peter Freedhand) and thirty-four other genetic 
matches on his match list. This supports the hypothesis that his common ancestor with Rabbi Raphael’s 
lineage is further back in time, before the Fridgant line split off and differentiated itself from the ancestral 
haplotype by its own characteristic mutations. 
 

TABLE 4 
 

NUMBER OF Y-DNA GENETIC MATCHES AMONG PEDIGREED, PARTIALLY PEDIGREED, AND NON-
PEDIGREED DESCENDANTS OF RABBI RAPHAEL OF BERSHAD 

 

Number of Y-DNA 
Genetic Matches at 

37 STR Markers 

NUMBER OF Y-DNA GENETIC MATCHES AMONG PEDIGREED, PARTIALLY PEDIGREED, AND 
NON-PEDIGREED PATRILINEAL DESCENDANTS OF RABBI RAPHAEL OF BERSHAD 

Pedigreed Descendants 
Partially 

Pedigreed 
Descendant 

Non-
Pedigreed 

Descendant 

Peter 
FREEDHAND 

Alex                     
FRIDGANT 

Jacques 
FREYDONT 

Marc                    
FRIEDANT 

David 
FRIDGANT 

Nathan 
MARCHOSKY  

Matches with 
Other 

Descendants of 
Rabbi Raphael 

5 3 3 3 1 1 

Matches with 
Other Individuals 

in the FTDNA 
Database 

17 9 7 7 0 34 

Total Number of Y-
DNA Genetic 

Matches 
22 12 10 10 1 35 
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Time-to-Most Recent Common Ancestor (TMRCA) Predictions 
 
In this Y-DNA study of the Rabbi Raphael of Bershad’s patrilineal lineage, as in our previous studies of 
rabbinical lineages, the common ancestor of the pedigreed descendants is known, and therefore, each 
descendant’s generation or place in the lineage does not need to be estimated. However, conducting Y-
DNA testing of pedigreed descendants with well-documented paper trails provides the opportunity to 
evaluate and assess the accuracy of current predictive models for estimating the time-to-most recent 
common ancestor (TMRCA). 
 
FTDNA’s time predictor (TiP) model was used to predict the TMRCA probabilities for the four pedigreed 
descendants and the partially pedigreed descendant, as well as for the newly discovered descendant. In 
comparing Y-DNA results for estimating the probability of the TMRCA, each descendant’s Y-DNA 
results, at 37 STR markers, were compared to those of the modal haplotype, represented by Peter 
Freedhand, because, as previously discussed, his allele values most likely represent ancestral values (see 
Table 3). These probability predictions are presented numerically in Table 5 and graphically in Figure 1. 
 

TABLE 5 
 

TIME-TO-MOST RECENT COMMON ANCESTOR (TMRCA) PREDICTIONS FOR PEDIGREED,  
PARTIALLY PEDIGREED, AND NON-PEDIGREED DESCENDANTS OF RABBI RAPHAEL OF BERSHAD 

Number of 
Generations 

Probability of the Common Ancestor Living within a Specified Number of Generations  
Mean 

Alex                   
FRIDGANT 

Jacques 
FREYDONT 

Marc                     
FRIEDANT 

David                    
FRIDGANT 

Nathan 
MARCHOSKY 

1 13.0% 12.4% 12.4% 0.4% 0.4% 6.4% 

2 29.5% 28.5% 28.5% 2.2% 2.4% 15.4% 

3 45.4% 44.1% 44.1% 6.3% 6.7% 25.3% 

4 59.0% 57.6% 57.6% 12.6% 13.3% 35.3% 

5 69.9% 68.5% 68.5% 20.7% 21.7% 44.8% 

6 78.3% 77.0% 77.0% 29.8% 31.1% 53.7% 

7 84.5% 83.4% 83.4% 39.3% 40.8% 61.7% 

8 89.1% 88.2% 88.2% 48.6% 50.2% 68.8% 

9 92.3% 91.6% 91.6% 57.2% 58.9% 74.8% 

10 94.7% 94.1% 94.1% 65.0% 66.6% 79.9% 

11 96.3% 95.9% 95.9% 71.7% 73.2% 84.2% 

12 97.5% 97.1% 97.1% 77.5% 78.9% 87.6% 

13 98.3% 98.0% 98.0% 82.2% 83.5% 90.4% 

14 98.8% 98.6% 98.6% 86.1% 87.2% 92.7% 

15 99.2% 99.1% 99.1% 89.3% 90.2% 94.4% 

16 99.5% 99.4% 99.4% 91.8% 92.6% 95.8% 
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FIGURE 1 
 

TIME-TO-MOST RECENT COMMON ANCESTOR (TMRCA) PREDICTIONS FOR PEDIGREED, PARTIALLY 
PEDIGREED, AND NON-PEDIGREED PATRILINEAL DESCENDANTS OF RABBI RAPHAEL OF BERSHAD 

 

Accuracy of the Time Predictor Model When the Time-to-Most Recent Common Ancestor 
(TMRCA) Is Known  
 
The most recent common ancestor (MRCA) for pedigreed descendants Peter Freedhand and Alex Fridgant 
is 3rd-generation descendant Isrultze (Israel) Friedhant (c. 1810 – c. 1896). He preceded Peter in the 
lineage by four generations, and Alex by five generations (see Table 1). As shown by the probability 
values in Table 5, these known times-to-most recent common ancestor (TMRCAs) fell between the 59.0 
and the 69.9 percent probability predictions. This underestimates the true probability (100 percent) of 
when their most recent common ancestor lived (within the past four or five generations) by 30.1–41.0 
percent.  
 
The MRCA for pedigreed descendants Peter Freedhand, Jacques Freydont, and Marc Friedant is Rabbi 
Raphael of Bershad (c. 1751 – 1827).  He preceded all three descendants in the lineage by six generations 
(see Table 1). With Peter as the reference, this known TMRCA corresponds to a probability prediction of 
77.0 percent for both Jacques and Marc (see Table 5). This underestimates the true probability (100 
percent) of when their MRCA lived (within the past six generations) by 23.0 percent. 
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These results are consistent with those of our previous Y-DNA studies of rabbinical lineages, which 
showed that the FTDNA time predictor model consistently overestimates the TMRCA in the range of 4 
to 46 percent using the FTDNA time predictor model.107, 108, 109, 110 
 
To say this another way, the known TMRCAs in these rabbinical lineage studies generally fall between 
the 54 percent and 96 percent probability predictions, depending on the distance to the MRCA, with a 
mean value of about 75 percent.  Similar findings were reported by Unkefer, who indicated that the actual 
documented TMRCA generally falls between the 50 percent and the 95 percent probability predictions.111 
In this study, the known TMRCAs fell between the 59.0 and the 77.0 probability predictions, which is 
consistent with the results of previous studies. 
 
Using the Time Predictor Model to Estimate the TMRCA for Partially Pedigreed and Non-
Pedigreed Descendants 
 
Because David Fridgant is a partially pedigreed descendant, his common ancestor with Peter Freedhand 
is not known with certainty.  However, because David has the Fridgant surname, documentation of family 
origins in Bershad, and a partial pedigree, we hypothesized that their common ancestor was most likely 
either Rabbi Raphael or one of his ancestors. 
 
Applying the range of probability predictions found for the known TMRCAs for the pedigreed 
descendants discussed above (59.0–77.0 percent), Peter and David’s most recent common ancestor would 
have lived between nine and twelve generations ago (see Table 5).  The low end of this range would be 
compatible with the hypothesis that Rabbi Raphael was their common ancestor; the high end of the range 
is compatible with the hypothesis that their common ancestor lived several generations before Rabbi 
Raphael.     

 
Similarly, because Nathan Marchosky is a non-pedigreed descendant, his common ancestor with Peter 
Freedhand is not known with certainty. However, because Nathan does not have the Fridgant surname, 
and because he has neither an oral nor written tradition of descent from Rabbi Raphael, we hypothesized 
that their common ancestor may either have been Rabbi Raphael, or possibly one of his ancestors. 
 
Applying the range of probability predictions found for the known TMRCAs for the pedigreed 
descendants discussed above (59.0–77.0 percent), Peter and Nathan’s most recent common ancestor would 
have lived between nine and twelve generations ago (see Table 5).  The low end of this range would be 
compatible with the hypothesis that Rabbi Raphael was their common ancestor; the high end of the range 
is compatible with the hypothesis that their common ancestor lived several generations before Rabbi 
Raphael.     
 
Y-DNA Test Results -- The Haplogroup and Subclade of Rabbi Raphael’s Patrilineal Line 
 
A haplogroup is a group of similar haplotypes that share a common ancestor having the same SNP 
mutation in all haplotypes.112 Simply put, a haplogroup is a genetic population group of people who share 
a common ancestor on the patrilineal or matrilineal line.113  
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Because a haplogroup consists of similar haplotypes, it is possible to predict a haplogroup from the 
haplotype, but a SNP test is required to confirm the haplogroup prediction. 
 
Y-chromosome DNA (Y-DNA) haplogroups are determined by SNP tests. SNPs are locations on the DNA 
where one nucleotide has mutated to a different nucleotide.114 Haplogroup classifications and the SNPs 
within them are organized within branches on the Y-chromosome phylogenetic tree. The defining SNP 
for a haplogroup is generally the furthest downstream SNP that has been identified on the phylogenetic 
tree. This defining SNP of the latest subclade115 known by current research is referred to as the terminal 
SNP.116  
 
The International Society of Genetic Genealogy (ISOGG),117 FTDNA,118 and YFull119 maintain 
phylogenetic or Y-SNP trees. These trees are generally updated as new branch-defining SNPs are 
discovered, with the YFull tree currently being relied upon as the most up-to-date version.120 Other 
regularly updated haplogroup-specific trees are also available.121  
  
Based on their Y-DNA37 STR markers, all four pedigreed descendants, as well as the partially pedigreed 
and non-pedigreed descendants, of the patrilineal lineage of Rabbi Raphael [Fridgant] of Bershad were 
initially classified as belonging to the J-M267 haplogroup. The parent haplogroup to which the Fridgant 
lineage belongs is the J1-M267 haplogroup. Y-DNA haplogroup J-M267, also commonly known as 
haplogroup J1, is a subclade (branch) of Y-DNA haplogroup J-P209 (commonly known as haplogroup J) 
along with its sibling clade Y-DNA haplogroup J-M172 (commonly known as haplogroup J2). 
 
Men from this lineage share a common paternal ancestor, which is demonstrated and defined by the 
presence of the SNP mutation referred to as M267.122 According to Family Tree DNA:  
 

“Haplogroup J-M267 is found at its highest frequencies in the southern Middle East, west of the 
Zagros Mountains in Iran, to the Mediterranean Sea, and encompassing the entire Arabian 
Peninsula. The J-M267 marker has been carried by Middle Eastern traders into Europe, central 
Asia, India, and Pakistan. As with other populations with Mediterranean ancestry, this lineage is 
found at substantial frequencies within Jewish populations. The Cohen modal haplotype lineage, 
as well as the presumed lineage of the Prophet Mohammed, are found in Haplogroup J-M267.”123 

 
This haplogroup is found today in significant frequencies in many areas in or near the Middle East, and 
parts of the Caucasus, Sudan, and Ethiopia. It is also found in high frequencies in parts of North Africa, 
Southern Europe, and among Jewish groups, especially those with Cohen surnames. It can also be found 
much less commonly, but still occasionally in significant amounts, throughout Europe and as far east as 
Central Asia and the Indian subcontinent.124 
  
The J-P58 haplogroup is very dominant in many areas where J-M267 or J1 is common, and it contains a 
large cluster which was recognized before the discovery of P58; it is still a subject of research. This 
relatively young cluster, compared to J-M267 overall, was identified by STR marker haplotypes – 
specifically YCAII as 22-22, and DYS388 having unusual repeat values of 15 or higher, instead of the 
more typical value of 13.125 The descendants of the patrilineal lineage of Rabbi Raphael [Fridgant] belong 
to this cluster. 
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This cluster was found to be relevant in some well-publicized studies of Jewish and Palestinian 
populations.126, 127 More generally, this cluster has been found to be frequent among men in the Middle 
East and North Africa, but less frequent in areas of Ethiopia and Europe where J-M267 is nevertheless 
common. According to Chiaroni et al. (2009), this pattern is similar to the pattern of J-P58 generally, and 
may be caused by the same movements of people.128  
 
Tofanelli et al. (2009) refer to this overall cluster with YCAII=22-22 and high DYS388 values as an 
“Arabic” as opposed to a “Eurasian” type of J-M267.129 This cluster, in turn, contains three well-known 
related sub-clusters. First, it contains the majority of the Jewish “Cohen modal haplotype” (CMH) found 
among Jewish populations, but especially in men with surnames related to Cohen. It also contains both 
the Galilee modal haplotype and the Palestinian and Israeli Arab modal haplotype associated with 
Palestinians and Israeli Arabs.130, 131 
 
Allele values at the 12 STRs that FTDNA uses to define the extended CMH are: DYS19 = 14, DYS385a 
= 13, DYS385b = 15, DYS388 = 16, DYS389I = 13, DYS389II = 30, DYS390 = 23, DYS391 = 10, 
DYS392 = 11, DYS393 = 12, DYS426 = 11, and DYS439 = 12.132 The pedigreed and non-pedigreed 
Fridgant descendants are three steps different from the CMH at DYS385b = 18, and one step different at 
DYS389II = 31 (except for Alex Fridgant, for whom DYS389II = 30).133 
 
To further delineate the haplogroup of Rabbi Raphael’s lineage, we ordered FTDNA’s J1-M267 SNP Pack 
test. The Y-DNA of pedigreed descendant Peter Freedhand was the first to be tested; he was found to 
belong to the FGC8223 subclade of the J-M267 haplogroup. Following receipt of these results, the 
FGC8223 SNP marker was tested for and confirmed for the other four pedigreed and partially pedigreed 
Fridgant descendants. The newly discovered non-pedigreed descendant, Nathan Marchosky, had 
previously tested for this SNP marker and was found to belong to this subclade also. 
 
The Y-DNA Genetic Signature and Ethnic Origin of Rabbi Raphael of Bershad’s Patrilineal 
Lineage 
 
As previously stated, the lineage-specific haplotype, together with the haplogroup/subclade designation, 
comprises the Y-DNA genetic signature for a rabbinical lineage; both are essential and complementary 
components of the Y-DNA genetic signature of a patrilineal lineage.134 We have utilized this approach in 
our previous Y-DNA studies of rabbinical lineages, 135, 136, 137, 138  the benefits of which have recently 
been summarized.139  
 
For the lineage descending from Rabbi Raphael of Bershad, the allele values at the 37 STR marker 
locations presented under “Y-DNA Test Results for Pedigreed, Partially Pedigreed, and Non-Pedigreed 
Descendants of Rabbi Raphael of Bershad” (Table 3) represent the haplotype of the lineage. The modal 
allele values, which correspond to the allele values for Peter Freedhand, are most likely to represent 
ancestral values. 
 
This distinctive pattern of allele values distinguishes the Fridgant lineage from other paternal lineages, 
even those that belong to the same parent haplogroup and subclade. This is also evidenced by the fact that 
there are so few genetic matches to pedigreed Fridgant descendants in the FTDNA database (see Table 4).  
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The parent haplogroup to which the Fridgant lineage belongs is the J1-M267 haplogroup. Following 
identification of the parent haplogroup, we ordered the J1-M267 SNP Pack test and confirmed the presence 
of the FGC8223 SNP marker in all six pedigreed, partially pedigreed, and non-pedigreed descendants. 
The full phylogenetic path for this subclade is: 
 
J-M267 > Z2217 > L620 > PF4832 > P58 > Z1865 > Z1853 > L862 > YSC0000235 > YSC0000234 > L858 > 
YSC0000076 > FGC8223 
 
The current terminal SNP of J-FGC8223 was verified by the results of Peter Freedhand’s Big Y test.  This 
haplogroup/subclade designation, together with the lineage-specific haplotype, comprises the Y-DNA 
genetic signature for Rabbi Raphael of Bershad’s patrilineal lineage. 
 
Regarding the ethnic origin of Rabbi Raphael’s lineage, the J-FGC8223 subclade represents an old J1 
Semitic line that dates back to the Middle East, about 4000 – 4500 years before present (ybp), with Arabs, 
Ashkenazi Jews, and Sephardic Jews on downstream sub-branches.140, 141 Although J-FGC8223 
represents the current terminal SNP; as more analyses of SNPs become available, undoubtedly more recent 
SNPS downstream of J-FGC8223 will be discovered and placed on the phylogenetic tree.142 
 
Summary and Conclusions 
 
The identification of the Y-DNA genetic signature of Rabbi Raphael [Fridgant] of Bershad’s patrilineal 
lineage is a significant research finding with many implications for the field of genetic genealogy, 
particularly for individuals of Jewish descent. Like most pioneering genetic genealogy studies, the Y-
DNA study raises many new research questions and opens many new promising research avenues to 
explore.  
 
Rabbi Raphael [Fridgant] of Bershad’s patrilineal lineage dates back over two and a half centuries to the 
mid-1750s. Because he was not the founder of a rabbinical dynasty, published genealogies of his lineage 
in rabbinical sources, family trees, and yichus letters are scarce. Extensive genealogical research of the 
Fridgant family laid the necessary groundwork for identification of four pedigreed descendants of Rabbi 
Raphael for participation in this Y-DNA study.  
 
Based upon the closely matching Y-DNA results of these four pedigreed patrilineal descendants, we have 
succeeded in identifying the haplotype and haplogroup that characterize the Y-DNA signature of Rabbi 
Raphael’s patrilineal lineage. The close Y-DNA genetic match among the four pedigreed descendants, 
Peter Freedhand, Alex Fridgant, Jacques Freydont, and Marc Friedant, representing ancestral lines from 
two different sons of the progenitor, validates their pedigree back to their common ancestor, Rabbi 
Raphael of Bershad.  
 
In regard to the partially pedigreed descendant, David Fridgant, his close genetic match to the pedigreed 
Fridgant descendants validates his descent from Rabbi Raphael as well, although his precise lineage 
remains to be verified. Similarly, the close Y-DNA match of the newly identified non-pedigreed 
descendant, Nathan Marchosky, validates his descent from the paternal lineage of Rabbi Raphael.143  
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We compared known Times-to-Most Recent Common Ancestor (TMRCAs) to predicted values using 
FTDNA’s STR mutation rate-based time predictor model and found that the known TMRCAs for the four 
pedigreed descendants fell between the 59.0 and 77.0 percent probability predictions for the probability 
of the common ancestor living within four to six generations.  
 
These results are consistent with those of our previous Y-DNA studies of rabbinical lineages, in which 
the known TMRCAs in these rabbinical lineage studies generally fall between the 54 percent and 96 
percent probability predictions, with a mean value of about 75 percent. 144, 145, 146, 147 Such research studies 
provide useful validation data for evaluating the accuracy and reliability of current STR mutation rate-
based models. 
 
The predicted J-M267 haplogroup classification (also known as J1) was further refined by the testing of 
downstream SNPs for pedigreed descendant Peter Freedhand; he was found to belong to the FGC8223 
subclade of the J-M267 haplogroup. The J-FGC8223 current terminal SNP was also verified by the results 
of his Big Y testing. The J-FGC8223 SNP marker was tested for and confirmed for the other four 
pedigreed and partially pedigreed descendants, which yielded fresh insights into the likely ancient Middle 
Eastern Semitic origin of the lineage. 
 
The well-documented paper trail of the four pedigreed descendants, taken together with the closeness of 
the genetic match between them, provides a high degree of confidence that their distinct allele pattern at 
37 STR marker locations, which defines their haplotype, in addition to the J-FGC8223 SNP marker, which 
defines their haplogroup and subclade, accurately represents the Y-DNA genetic signature of Rabbi 
Raphael of Bershad’s patrilineal lineage. 
 
The application of DNA to genealogy has made great strides since its beginnings just over a decade ago,148 
and the benefits of combining DNA and traditional paper-trail methodologies are evident. The Rabbi 
Raphael of Bershad Y-DNA research study represents a model example of how traditional genealogy and 
genetic genealogy work together to validate the paper trail for the pedigreed descendants of a lineage, and 
to identify and characterize the Y-DNA genetic signature of the rabbinical lineage under study. The 
method can also serve to confirm or disprove that partially pedigreed or non-pedigreed individuals with a 
similar surname or family origin are descendants of the same patrilineal line. 
 
Our partially pedigreed and non-pedigreed Y-DNA study participants were unaware of their line of 
descent from Rabbi Raphael of Bershad, and through their participation in our research study, they gained 
insight about their ancestral heritage. As more individuals of Jewish descent turn to genetic testing as a 
way of discovering their roots, it is becoming increasingly clear that identifying the unique Y-DNA genetic 
signature of the world’s historically significant rabbinical lineages will play an important role in Jewish 
genealogy.  
 
Y-DNA research studies of rabbinical lineages such as Polonsky,149 Bacharach,150 Wertheim-
Giterman,151, 152 Katzenellenbogen,153 and the Shpoler Zeida154 have demonstrated the intrinsic value of 
identifying the Y-DNA genetic signature of these lineages for bridging major gaps in the paper trail for 
both Ashkenazi and Sephardic Jews. 
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As Y-DNA genetic signatures are identified for a growing number of rabbinical lineages, and the size of 
the DNA database increases, so does the likelihood of finding a genetic match to a well-documented 
rabbinical line.155 
 
With the successful identification and characterization of the Y-DNA genetic signature of Rabbi Raphael 
[Fridgant] of Bershad’s patrilineal lineage, we hope to enable many more current and future generations 
of newly discovered Fridgant descendants to connect themselves and their families to this illustrious 
rabbinical lineage, and to rediscover their remarkable Jewish heritage. 
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1  The term Chassidic Judaism, or Chassidism (piety or loving kindness; also spelled as Hasidism), refers to a 
religious movement that arose in the 18th century and spread rapidly throughout Eastern Europe. Chassidic 
Judaism is characterized by a strong and comforting faith, strict obedience to God’s commandments, application 
of Kabbalistic teachings to human experience and behavior, and belief in Divine Providence and the immanence 
of God. It is also typified by exuberant and joyful worship, constant striving to improve one’s character, and 
love of one’s fellow Jews. The founder of Chassidism was Yisroel ben Eliezer, known as the Baal Shem Tov 
(usually translated as “Master of the Good Name”) (c. 1700–1760).  We are currently conducting a Y-DNA 
research study of his patrilineal lineage.  

 
2  Technically, Rabbi Raphael’s formal title was that of “Rebbe.” The Hebrew title “Rabbi” (abbreviated R’) is 

used in secular literature, whereas the Yiddish term “Rebbe” is more commonly used in religious contexts. 
Unlike a rabbi, a rebbe may be the spiritual leader of a Chassidic community but is not necessarily a formal 
clergyman in a synagogue. 

 
3  Bershad is located in Vinnytsia district, southwestern Ukraine. The town is situated on the rivers Dokhna and 

Bershadka, which flow into the Southern Bug (Pivdennyy Buh) River; it is located 150 miles south-southwest 
of Kiev and thirty miles north of Balta, in Podolia, a vast region located in the west-central and southwestern 
portions of present-day Ukraine and in northeastern Moldova. At the time when Rabbi Raphael was born, 
Podolia belonged to Poland, but in 1793, it became a province of the Russian Empire. The population of Bershad 
grew, during Rabbi Raphael’s lifetime, from 438 in 1765 to 650 in 1787 and is more than 13,000 today. 

 
4  Rabbi Raphael of Bershad was born circa 1751 (Yitzchak Alfasi: HaChasidut), which corresponds to 5511 on 

the Hebrew calendar. He died on Sunday, January, 14, 1827 (15 Tevet, according to the date inscribed on his 
tombstone; the year is not legible on the tombstone, but it is known that he died at the age of seventy-six years 
(Elimelech Elazar Frankel, ed.: Imrei Pinchas HaShalem). Hebrew date converters corroborate that the date 15 
Tevet 5587 was a Sunday. The Imrei Pinchas HaShalem confirms that his date of death was January 14, 1827 
(15 Tevet 5587). 

   
He was orphaned at a young age. His mother, Feigel, died circa 1759 when Raphael was about eight years of 
age. His father, Rabbi Yaakov Yakel of Bershad (c. 1726 – c. 1766), was a traveling melamed (teacher) who 
taught poor Jewish boys in small villages. Sometime during the 1760s, Rabbi Yaakov Yakel moved to the court 
of Rabbi Dov Ber (c. 1700–1772), the Maggid (preacher) of Mezeritch, who was the successor to the Baal Shem 
Tov as a leader of the Chassidic movement. Rabbi Yaakov Yakel died in Mezeritch (now Mezhyrich, located 
in Rivne district, western Ukraine) circa 1766 when his son Raphael was age fifteen (G Bar-Zvi: Mishpachtenu).  
 
After his mother died, Raphael went to live with a melamed in Bershad and served as his helper. The melamed 
later arranged for him to study at the yeshiva (academy for the advanced study of Jewish texts, primarily the 
Talmud) in the town of Berdichev (now Berdychiv, located in Zhytomyr district, northern Ukraine) (G Bar-Zvi: 
Mishpachtenu).  
 
When Raphael returned from the yeshiva (probably at age eighteen, circa 1769), he married the melamed’s 
daughter (name unknown) and became a teacher of poor children in Bershad (G Bar-Zvi: Mishpachtenu); he 
also worked as a beadle and a gravedigger (Elie Wiesel: Four Hasidic Masters and Their Struggle Against 
Melancholy). 
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See: Yitzchak Alfasi: HaChasidut [Chassidus]. Maariv, Tel Aviv, 1977, translation by Sheindle Cohen, email 
correspondence with Susan K Steeble, May 14, 2006; Elimelech Elazar Frankel, ed.: Imrei Pinchas HaShalem 
[Complete Sayings of Pinchas of Blessed Memory]. Bnei Brak, 2003, translation by Sheindle Cohen, email 
correspondence with Susan K Steeble, May 11 and May 14, 2006; G Bar-Zvi [Gedalyahu Wortman]: 
Mishpachtenu [Our Family, from Rebbe Raphael of Bershad to This Day]. Tel Aviv, 1975, translation by 
Nathen Gabriel, email correspondence with Susan K Steeble, July 16–20, 2015; and Elie Wiesel: Four Hasidic 
Masters and Their Struggle Against Melancholy. University of Notre Dame Press, Notre Dame, IN, 1978, p. 5. 

 
5  The term tzaddik (literally, a “righteous one”) refers to a charismatic spiritual leader, a person of outstanding 

virtue and piety who dedicates himself to spiritually elevating his people. 
 
6  Rabbi Pinchas (Shapira) of Koretz (1726–1791), a member of the inner circle of the Baal Shem Tov, was born 

in Shklov (now in Belarus), in 1726, and was the descendant of an illustrious line of Talmudic scholars. He 
established himself in Koretz, where he gained a reputation as a rabbinical and mystical scholar and was 
surrounded by his own group of disciples, foremost among whom was Rabbi Raphael of Bershad. They studied 
the Torah and Zohar, as well as other holy books, for many hours every day and strove to achieve perfect 
truthfulness and to conquer all traces of vanity.  

 
Rabbi Pinchas and Rabbi Raphael shared many of the principles of mainstream Chassidism, stressing honesty, 
humility, piety, and love for all Jews, but they differed from it in their emphasis on self-purification and 
simple faith rather than the attainment of communion with God through prayer (Abraham J Heschel: The 
Circle of the Baal Shem Tov: Studies in Hasidism, edited by Samuel H Dresner. University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, 1985, p. xlii). After twenty years in Koretz, Rabbi Pinchas moved to Ostrog in Volhynia. He died in 
1791 in Shepetovka (now Shepetivka, in Khmelnytskyi district) and is buried there. We are currently conducting 
a Y-DNA research study of his lineage. 

 
7  Now Korets, located in Rivne district, western Ukraine, and formerly in the province of Volhynia. Rabbi 

Pinchas settled there around 1760 but moved to Ostrog twenty years later. During the lifetime of Rabbi Pinchas, 
Koretz was in Poland, but after the third partition of Poland in 1795, the town belonged to the Russian Empire. 

 
8  The term Chassidim (singular, Chassid) refers to the followers of a rebbe or adherents to Chassidic teachings. 
 
9  According to the Dictionary of American Family Names (P. Hanks, ed.: Oxford University Press, Oxford, 

2003), the name Fridgant (or Fridhant) is a compound of the Yiddish words frid (peace) and hant (hand). (The 
Russian alphabet does not contain a character to represent the H sound, so it substitutes the Cyrillic letter 
corresponding to G; in some cases, the H simply drops out [JewishGen: InfoFiles, slide 46, 
www.jewishgen.org/InfoFiles/ GivenNames/slide46.html]).  

 
A Dictionary of Jewish Surnames from the Russian Empire (Alexander Beider. Avotaynu, Teaneck, NJ, 1993) 
states that the name Frid(h)ant is derived from the Yiddish “peace hand,” a hand holding out for a greeting. 
Beider collected the Fridant variant of the name in Balta, Fridgand in Gajsin, and Fridgant in Cherkasy and 
Odessa. Spellings used by descendants of Rabbi Raphael include Fredant, Fredgand, Fredgant, Freedgant, 
Freedhand, Freydont, Fridant, Fridgant, Fridgont, Friedand, Friedant, Friedgand, Friedgant, Friedgont, 
Friedhand, Friedhant, Frigant, Frigond, and other variants.  

 
10  Frontispiece of Bershad (Ralph Shore and Sholem Wasilevsky, New York, NY, 1946), with the design 

representing the tallit weaving industry for which the shtetl was once famous (courtesy of Isabelle P Weisz). 

http://www.jewishgen.org/InfoFiles/%20GivenNames/slide46.html
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11  Now Ostroh, located in Rivne district, western Ukraine. Ostroh is about thirty-five miles southwest of Korets. 
 
12  Tarashcha is located in Kiev district, central Ukraine. It is ninety-three miles northeast of Bershad. 
 
13  Elimelech Elazar Frankel, ed.: Imrei Pinchas HaShalem. Op. cit., translation by Sheindle Cohen, email 

correspondence with Susan K Steeble, May 7, 2007. The name of the grandson who lived in Tarashcha is not 
known. 

 
14  Rabbi Elimelech Elazar Frankel: email correspondence with Susan K Steeble, November 18, 2007. 
 
15  C Roth, ed.: Encyclopaedia Judaica, vol. 13. Keter, Jerusalem, 1974. 
 
16  Nachum Huberman: Bershad: be-tsel ‘ayarah [Bershad: In the Shadow of a Town].  Hotsa’at Entsiklopedyah 

shel galuyot [Encyclopedia of the Jewish Diaspora], Jerusalem, 1956 (available digitally at 
http://yizkor.nypl.org/index.php?id=1273). Chapter 3, translation by Nathen Gabriel, email correspondence 
with Susan K Steeble, July 12, 2015. 

 
17  Encyclopedia Judaica: Bershad, Ukraine. Jewish Virtual Library, 2008, at www.jewishvirtuallibrary 

.org/bershad. 
 
18  The photo image of Rabbi Raphael’s tombstone in Tarashcha is courtesy of Rabbi Elimelech Elazar Frankel. 

The Hebrew inscription was translated by Sheindle Cohen and other members of JewishGen. 
 
19  Elimelech Elazar Frankel, ed.: Imrei Pinchas HaShalem. Op. cit. 
 
20  Midrash Pinhas [Exegesis of Pinchas]. Bi-defus Uri Ze’ev Salat, Levov, 1872. 
 
21  Susan K Steeble: Two Tzaddiks: The Teachings of Rebbe Pinchas of Koretz and His Disciple, Rebbe Raphael 

of Bershad (http://twotzaddiks.org). 
 
22  Many valuable records, including revision lists (lists of inhabitants) dating back to the 1700s, were destroyed 

or damaged in a disastrous fire in 2003 at Ukraine’s Kamenets Podolsky Archives, where early records from 
Bershad were stored. All surviving documents, including those from Bershad, were transferred to the 
Khmelnytskyi Archives.  

 
However, a search of those records by a professional researcher in early 2015, as well as a subsequent search 
of the Vinnytsia County Archives, yielded very few documents pertaining to Rabbi Raphael’s descendants. A 
few vital records and military recruit lists have recently become available to researchers at the Khmelnytskyi 
Archives. JewishGen’s Ukraine Special Interest Group has acquired the 1875 Olgopol-Bershad revision list 
from the Central Archives for the History of the Jewish People in Jerusalem, but it is not yet available online.  

 
23  Elimelech Elazar Frankel, ed.: Imrei Pinchas HaShalem. Op. cit. 
 
24  Nachum Huberman: Bershad: be-tsel ‘ayarah. Op. cit. 
 
25  G Bar-Zvi (Gedalyahu Wortman): Mishpachtenu. Op. cit. 
 

http://yizkor.nypl.org/index.php?id=1273
http://twotzaddiks.org/
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26  G Bar-Zvi (Gedalyahu Wortman): Ayaratenu Ternovka; pirkei zikaron ve-matseva [Our Town Ternovka; 

Chapters of Remembrance and a Monument], translation by Nathen Gabriel, at 
www.jewishgen.org/Yizkor/Ternovka/Ternovka.html. Accessed July 29, 2015. 

 
27  Nathan R Adelsohn: “Family Record.” (Handwritten family tree and notes, c. 1940s and 1950s); obtained from 

Emily S Adelsohn, email correspondence with Susan K Steeble, June 27, 2007, and November 5, 2007. 
 
28  The “R’ Raphael of Bershad Patrilineal Family Tree” can be viewed at https://www.ancestry.com/family-

tree/tree/114998598/family. For an invitation to view the entire tree, including living persons, please send a 
request to ssteeble@gmail.com. 

 
29  We know that Rabbi Raphael was born circa 1751, so we can infer that his children were born between 1770 

and 1795. We have assigned the estimated birth years of Rabbi Raphael’s sons as follows: Yaakov Yakel, circa 
1770; Rabbi Yitzchok, circa 1775 or earlier; and Rabbi Levi, circa 1785. 
 
We estimated dates of birth and death by interpolation from known facts or biographical information whenever 
possible; however, in the absence of documentation or other information, we based our estimates on the 
standard genealogical assumption of twenty-five years per generation and seventy years for a lifespan.  
 
See: Benjamin Radford: “Human Lifespans Nearly Constant for 2,000 Years,” LiveScience, 2009, at 
www.livescience.com/10569-human-lifespans-constant-2-000-years.html, accessed November 12, 2016); 
David Moon: The Russian Peasantry 1600-1930. Routledge, London, 1999, p. 26; and ChaeRan Y Freeze: 
Jewish Marriage and Divorce in Imperial Russia. Brandeis University Press, Hanover, NH, 2002, p. 60.  

 
30  The date of birth of Rabbi Yaakov Yakel, who is named after Rabbi Raphael’s deceased father and is believed 

to be the firstborn child in the family, is estimated as 1770, approximately one year after his father’s marriage, 
which occurred after he returned from yeshiva, circa 1769. In support of this estimate is the fact that Rabbi 
Raphael’s first two sons were, like their father, disciples of Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz, who died in 1791, so they 
were probably in their middle or late teens by then. Rabbi Yaakov Yakel’s date of death was estimated by the 
standard genealogical assumption of seventy years for a lifespan. 

 
31  The lifespan of Rabbi Yitzchok has been estimated on the basis of facts known about his grandsons Arie Leib 

and Itsko. Arie Leib (born c. 1810) was old enough to sign his engagement contract in 1821; therefore, Rabbi 
Yitzchok was probably born at least forty-five years before that date. A presumed grandson, Itsko (born c. 
1835), was named after him, thus indicating that Rabbi Yitzchok was deceased before his grandson’s birth. 

 
32  The lifespan of Rabbi Levi has been calculated from the standard estimate of twenty-five years for a generation 

and adjusted for the fact that Levi was the third son of Rabbi Raphael. Unlike his older brothers, Levi was too 
young to have been a disciple of Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz, who died in 1791. Also, his first grandson, named 
Levi, was born circa 1842, thus indicating that Rabbi Levi had died by then. 

 
33  Nathan R Adelsohn: “Family Record.” Op. cit. 
 
34  The first name of Rabbi Raphael’s daughter is unknown. She was probably born circa 1795, as we know she 

married in 1813. We also believe that she was much younger than her brother Yitzchok, because her daughter 
(Rivka) married Yitzchok’s grandson (Arie Leib). 

 

http://www.jewishgen.org/Yizkor/Ternovka/Ternovka.html
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/tree/114998598/family
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/tree/114998598/family
http://www.livescience.com/10569-human-lifespans-constant-2-000-years.html
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35  Bosivka is located in Cherkasy district, central Ukraine. It is about thirty miles north of Ternovka, where the 

Wortman family eventually settled after the Jewish community was evicted from Bosivka on the day of the 
wedding of Rabbi Raphael’s daughter to Rabbi Yaakov Wortman in 1813. 

 
36  Elimelech Elazar Frankel, ed.: Imrei Pinchas HaShalem. Op. cit., page 11, translation by Sheindle Cohen, email 

correspondence with Susan K Steeble, May 11, 2006]; G Bar-Zvi (Gedalyahu Wortman): Ayaratenu Ternovka. 
Op. cit.; and T Rabinowicz, ed.: The Encyclopedia of Hasidim. J. Aronson, Northvale, NJ, 1996. 

 
37  After the death of Rabbi Pinchas, Rabbi Raphael’s older sons, along with their father, contributed kuntrasim 

(essays) on the Torah and teachings of Rabbi Pinchas, which were eventually collected and are known as the 
Kitvei Koretz (Koretz writings). Similarly, in the decade after the death of Rabbi Raphael, some of his disciples 
wrote tracts, known as the Kitvei Bershad (Bershad writings), on the teachings they had heard from him.  

 
Among them were contributions from his younger son, his son-in-law, and several grandsons (Elimelech Elazar 
Frankel, ed.: Imrei Pinchas HaShalem. Op. cit., vol. 2, pp. 527-530, translation by Nili C Feuerstein, email 
correspondence with Susan K Steeble, July 5, 2011).    

 
38  Shlema’s birth year is estimated as circa 1810, on the basis of the 1854 recruit list for Bershad, which gives his 

age as forty-four (Recruit List of Bershad, 1854, Fond 226, Inventory 80, File 1044, Family #99; Khmelnytskyi 
Archives, Ukraine, translation by Jeffrey Briskman). His year of death is estimated according to the standard 
estimate of seventy years for a lifespan.  

 
39   Avram’s birth year is estimated, by the standard assumption of twenty-five years for a generation, from the age 

of his older son, Reful, who was age nineteen in 1854 (i.e., born in 1835), according to the 1854 recruit list for 
Bershad. His year of death is known from the same record, which carries a notation that Abramko Fridgant, son 
of Yukel and father of Reful and Shlioma, had died in 1850 (Recruit List of Bershad, 1854, Fond 226, Inventory 
80, File 1044, Family #99; Khmelnytskyi Archives, Ukraine, translation by Jeffrey Briskman). 

 
40  Yeshayu’s birth year is estimated from his age at death (forty-nine years) in a death record. Death record of 

Shaya Pridant, rabbi, November 16, 1842 (Vital Statistical book of registration of deaths of Jews in the town of 
Berszhad, Olgopol uezd [district], 1842; Fond 227, Inventory 1, File 4074, Record #72; Khmelnytskyi Archives, 
Ukraine, translation by Jeffrey Briskman). 

 
41  Elimelech Elazar Frankel, ed.: Imrei Pinchas HaShalem. Op. cit., translation by Sheindle Cohen, email 

correspondence with Susan K Steeble, May 14, 2006. The couple’s shetar te’na’im (engagement contract) was 
dated May 20, 1821 (18 Iyar 5581) and signed in Bosivka. Since it is known that Rifka’s parents married in 
1813 (G Bar-Zvi (Gedalyahu Wortman): Ayaratenu Ternovka. Op. cit.), their daughter could have been no more 
than seven years old at the time of her engagement.  

 
Although engagements between children were not uncommon in that era, the actual wedding probably did not 
occur until the bride was at least twelve years of age (Harvey E Goldberg: Jewish Passages: Cycles of Jewish 
Life. University of California Press, Oakland, CA, 2003, at www.ucpress.edu/book.php?isbn=9780520206939).  
Her future husband, Arie Leib, the first-born son of Yeshayu, was probably several years older; his birth year 
has therefore been estimated as 1810. The document also indicates that the groom’s grandfather, Yitzchok, was 
still living at that time (Nathen Gabriel: email correspondence with Susan K Steeble, August 25, 2016, and 
February 25, 2017). The year of death for Arie Leib has been estimated as 1880 per standard assumption of a 
lifespan of seventy years. 

http://www.ucpress.edu/book.php?isbn=9780520206939
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42  The birth years for Yukel and his son Leib have been estimated as 1803 and 1823, respectively, on the basis of 

their ages in a military recruit list in 1854. Family #157 includes Yukel, son of Itsko (Yitzchok), Fridgant, age 
fifty-one in 1854, and his son Leiba, age thirty-one in 1854 (Recruit List of Bershad, 1854, Fond 226, Inventory 
80, File 1044, Family #157; Khmelnytskyi Archives, Ukraine, translation by Jeffrey Briskman). Their years of 
death have been estimated on the basis of the standard estimate of seventy years for a lifespan. 

 
43  Ranya Friedgant, daughter of Leiba, died January 28, 1865, at age twenty-five in Bershad (Vital Statistical book 

of registration of marriages and deaths of Jews in the town of Berszhad, Podolia gubernia, 1865, Fond 227, 
Inventory 5, File 237a, female death #6; Khmelnytskyi Archives, Ukraine, translation by Alex Denisenko, email 
correspondence with Susan K Steeble, March 4, 2015).  

 
44  Rabbi Shmiel Gruber: email correspondence with Susan K Steeble, May 8, 2016, concerning a book in Hebrew, 

Tehillim al pi Degel Hodaya v’Mitzvah [Psalms of Thanksgiving], which listed patrons of the book 
(www.hebrewbooks.org/pdfpager.aspx?req=40093&st=&pgnum=6); translation by Jeffrey Briskman, email 
correspondence with Susan K Steeble, June 15, 2016. 

 
45  Nathan R Adelsohn: “Family Record.” Op. cit.  
 
46  The birth year of Isrultze Friedhant has been estimated by interpolation between the estimated birth year of his 

father (c. 1785) and the birth year (1851) of his fifth child, Moishe (Morris). His year of death has been estimated 
from the information in a family record that he died at the age of eighty-six years. 

 
47  Nathan R Adelsohn: family record. Op. cit. 
 
48  Birth record of Rochlya Ronya, daughter of Isrol Pridant, tallis macher (maker of prayer shawls), September 5, 

1843 (Vital Statistical book of registration of newborn Jews in the town of Berszhad, Olgopol uezd [district], 
1843; Fond 227, Inventory 1, File 4074, Record 57; Khmelnytskyi Archives, Ukraine, translation by Jeffrey 
Briskman). 

 
49  Rae Freed: email correspondence with Susan K Steeble, August 19, 2016. 
 
50  Rabbi Yaakov Yakel (c. 1726 – c. 1766) was the father of Rabbi Raphael (see Footnote #4). His birth year is 

estimated according to the standard assumption of twenty-five years for a generation. His death year is estimated 
from the biographical information that Rabbi Raphael was age fifteen when his father died. 

 
51  Rabbi (Menachem) Nachum was, like his father, a dayan in Bershad (Nathan R Adelsohn: family record. Op. 

cit.). His year of birth is estimated as twenty-five years after the estimated birth year of his father, by the standard 
assumption of twenty-five years for a generation. His year of death is documented in a 1912 death notice in the 
newspaper HaTzfira, which announces that the town of Bershad has lost its rabbi, Menachem Nochim.  
 
The memoir of Herschel Resnick states: “the local Rabbi ‘Nuchim Dayan’ … was a [2nd great-]grandson of 
the famous Chassidic sainted Rabbi ‘Refuel the Bershader’ and was well known in his own right as a man of 
wisdom and learning.” Herschel Resnick: memoir; obtained from Elliot Resnick, email correspondence with 
Susan K Steeble, December 24, 2014. 
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52  Yankel Friedgand (1884–1962) studied for the rabbinate but did not become a rabbi. He shortened his surname 

to Freed after immigrating to the United States. His year of birth is documented by his World War II draft 
registration card: “United States World War II Draft Registration Cards, 1942,” database with 
images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:VQF2-FSQ: March 9, 2018), Jacob Freed, 
1942; citing NARA microfilm publication M1936, M1937, M1939, M1951, M1962, M1964, M1986, M2090, 
and M2097 (Washington D.C.: National Archives and Records Administration, undated). His year of death is 
information from his granddaughter (Rae Freed: email correspondence with Susan K Steeble, July 29, 2016). 

 
53  Nathan R Adelsohn: “Family Record.” Op. cit. 
 
54  The year of birth of Moishe Friedhand is documented on his death certificate and generally corresponds with 

the age (55 years) given on his Russian passport, issued in the city of Kamienitz-Podolsk on June 12, 1906. The 
death certificate gives Morris Friedhand’s date of birth as August 10, 1851. His year of death is documented in 
his New York City death certificate and tombstone inscription. Although Morris apparently misrepresented his 
age in immigration records and U.S. censuses, the date on his death certificate agrees with his tombstone 
inscription and his Russian passport.  

 
The year of birth of Meyer/Max Freedhand is given in his Declaration of Intention and Petition for 
Naturalization and on his World War I draft card as 1880. Meyer’s date of death is documented in cemetery 
information at Jewish Online Worldwide Burial Registry and in the inscription on his tombstone 
(https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/174701280/meyer-freedhand). However, Meyer's tombstone and 
cemetery information indicate that he was age 65 when he died (i.e., according to his family, he was born in 
1879). Because of the uncertainty and the unavailability of a birth record, his birth year must be considered as 
“circa 1880.” 
 
The date of birth of Israel/Charles Freedhand is documented in his diary, in which he recorded birth certificate 
information. His year of birth is also documented by the birth certificate of his twin sister. His date of death is 
documented in the U.S. Social Security Death Index. 

 
55  “New York Passenger Arrival Lists (Ellis Island), 1892-1924,” database, FamilySearch 

(https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:JF8F-PTL: December 6, 2014), Moses Friedhand, Aug 22, 1906; 
citing departure port Marseilles, France, arrival port New York, ship name Madonna, NARA microfilm 
publication T715 and M237 (Washington D.C.: National Archives and Records Administration, undated). 

 
56  “United States Census, 1910,” database with images, FamilySearch 

(https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:M5H9-LYY: accessed February 18, 2017), Morris Friedhant, 
Brooklyn Ward 26, Kings, New York, United States; citing enumeration district (ED) 743, sheet 12A, family 
196, NARA microfilm publication T624, roll 976; FHL microfilm 1,374,989.  National Archives and Records 
Administration, Washington D.C., 1982. 

 
57  Death certificate obtained by Susan K Steeble from New York City Municipal Archives, August 6, 2014. The 

death certificate gives his father’s name as Israel Freedhand and his mother’s name as Miriam Feingold. 
 
58  Moishe/Morris Friedhand is buried in the Bershader Benevolent Society of Brooklyn plot in Montefiore 

Cemetery, St. Albans, NY. A photo of the tombstone was obtained from Montefiore Cemetery by Susan K 
Steeble on March 22, 2006. 

 

https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:VQF2-FSQ
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59  Elimelech Elazar Frankel, ed.: Imrei Pinchas HaShalem. Op. cit. 
 
60  Menashe Unger relates that Isrultze Friedhand was a witness to his grandfather Raphael’s farewell to his 

congregation in 1827: Rabbi Raphael “called his congregation about him into his shul (synagogue) (his 
grandson Isrultze among them), bade them goodbye, lay down in a bed of straw, begged the Lord that he might 
die, closed his eyes—and died” (Menashe Unger: story in Der Tog, February 9, 1936, translation and summary 
by Nathan R Adelsohn; per Emily S Adelsohn, email correspondence with Susan K Steeble, June 27, 2007). 

 
61  Nathan R Adelsohn: “Family Record.” Op. cit. 
 
62  The Hebrew inscription was translated by Sheindle Cohen. 
 
63  The spelling of this tester’s current surname has been altered, at his request, to protect his privacy. 
 
64  Nathan R Adelsohn: “Family Record.” Op. cit. The family record notes that Levi Friedgand, his sons, and a 

nephew changed their surname to Srulevitch or Ysrulevich (son of Israel) during the early 20th century but later 
reverted to the original name or took a different name.  

 
65  The birth years of Yankel Friedgand and his son, Levi Friedgand, were estimated as twenty-five years after the 

estimated birth years of their fathers, according to the standard assumption of twenty-five years for a generation.  
 

The year of death of Yankel Friedgand was estimated to be before 1883, because a great-grandson born in 1883 
and a grandson born in 1884 were named after him.  
 
The year of death of Levi Friedgand was estimated to be before 1934 because a grandson born in 1934 was 
named after him. 

 
The years of birth and death of Benzion Fridgant and Levi/Lev Fridgant were based on email correspondence 
between Alex Fridgant and Susan K Steeble, January 14, 2017. 
 

66  The years of birth and death of Hyman/Herman Friedant were documented in the U.S. Social Security Death 
Index (Number: 162-03-0821; Issue State: Pennsylvania; Issue Date: Before 1951; Ancestry.com. U.S., Social 
Security Death Index, 1935–2014 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations Inc., 2014) 
and on his Pennsylvania death certificate (Pennsylvania Historic and Museum Commission; Pennsylvania, 
USA; Death Certificates; Box Number: 2411; Certificate Number Range: 108401–111250. Ancestry.com. 
Pennsylvania, Death Certificates, 1906–1964 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations, 
Inc., 2014).  

 
67  Shloime Yossel/Samuel Joseph Friedant was born November 2, 1843, in Tagancha, and died November 

12, 1910, in Philadelphia, per his death certificate (Pennsylvania Historic and Museum Commission; 
Pennsylvania, USA; Certificate Number Range: 115641–119400. Ancestry.com. Pennsylvania, Death 
Certificates, 1906–1964 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2014).  
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68  Stepantsy is located in Cherkasy district, central Ukraine. It is sixty miles southeast of the city of Kiev, eight 

miles west-southwest of Kaniv, and thirty-seven miles northeast of Tarashcha. It was established as a Jewish 
colony in the mid-19th century (http://jewua.info/stepantsy-jewish-colony-at-kanev-district-ukraine). The 
Yiddish name for the town was Stepnitz. A descendant recalls: “Gramps was from Stepanich” (Gary 
Moskowitz: email correspondence with Marc Friedant and Susan K Steeble, January 5, 2017). 

 
69  Olgopol, now Olhopil, was a county seat in Podolia province. The town is twelve miles south of Bershad. 
 
70  Now Tahancha, located in Cherkasy district, central Ukraine. It is eight miles south of Stepantsy and 125 miles 

east of Olgopol. 
 
71  Fridgant Shlema Avramovich, age thirty-one by appearance, resident of Duvid Katsev house, Meshanin 

[townsperson] of Olgopol uezd, Podolia gubernia, Bershad Jewish community.  Fridhant Shlema Abramovich 
has a passport from the Olgopol Duma (1875 Army Census, Stepanetskaya volost [county]; Fond 12, Index 3, 
File 646; Kiev Archives, Ukraine, translation by Nadia Lipes, email correspondence with Susan K Steeble, 
December 4, 2016).  

 
72  Fridgant Shlema Avrumov, age fifty-three, leather buyer, born at Tagancha, Kanev uezd, and his wife, Fridgant 

Edya Chaya Ioskova, age thirty-five, born at Chodorkov, Skvira uezd, with their children (all single), Perlya 
Shlemovna, age twenty-three, residing at Moshny, Cherkasy uezd; Rachlya Shlemovna, age twelve; Moshe 
Shlemov, age ten; Nechemia Shlemov, age six; Rivka Shlemova, age five; and Bashva Shlemova, age one; all 
registered at Tagancha Kanev uezd (Russian Empire 1897 population census; Fond 384, Record 7, File 21, 
Page 215, Stepantsy; Kiev Archives, Ukraine, translation by Nadia Lipes, email correspondence with Susan K 
Steeble, December 4, 2016). 

   
73  The Hebrew inscription was translated by Sheindle Cohen. 
 
74  Recruit List of Bershad, 1854, Family #99, Op. cit. 
 
75  The years of birth and death of Sidney Friedant/Freydont were documented in the U.S. Social Security Death 

Index (138-03-1576; Issue State: New Jersey; Issue Date: Before 1951. Ancestry.com. U.S., Social Security 
Death Index, 1935-2014 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations Inc., 2014) and on his 
tombstone (Find A Grave:  https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/94790602). 

 
76  The year of birth of Eugene Friedant was documented in Ancestry.com.:Pennsylvania, Veteran Compensation 

Application Files, WWII, 1950-1966 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2015 
and on his tombstone (Find A Grave: https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/98317050). His year of death was 
documented on his tombstone and in an obituary, at www.legacy.com/obituaries/philly/ 
obituary.aspx?n=eugene-friedant&pid=160275439). 

 
77  Jeffrey Mark Paull and Jeffrey Briskman: “The Jewish Surname Process in the Russian Empire and Its Effect 

on Jewish Genealogy.” Avotaynu Online, August 21, 2015. https://www.avotaynuonline.com/2015/08/the-
jewish-surname-process-in-the-russian-empire-and-its-effect-on-jewish-genealogy. 

 
78  Estimate based on a count of the names in the database of co-author Susan K Steeble.  
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79  Ibid. 
 
80  Genealogical searches conducted primarily on Ancestry.com, FamilySearch.org, MyHeritage.com, and 

Geni.com, and via Google search engine. 
 
81  Nathan R Adelsohn: “Family Record.” Op. cit. 
 
82  David Fridgant was born on March 13, 1892, in Bershad, according to his Pennsylvania naturalization petition 

(Ancestry.com. Pennsylvania, Federal Naturalization Records, 1795–1931 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: 
Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2011). He died on April 25, 1926, in Vineland, NJ, at the age of thirty-five 
years. His date of death is inscribed on his tombstone, on which his name appears as David Fridgont. Photos of 
the tombstone are shown on Find A Grave: https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/find-a-grave-
prod/photos/2017/5/145999020_1483725262.jpg (English) and https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/find-a-
grave-prod/photos/2017/5/145999020_1483725132.jpg (Hebrew).  

 
Bernard Fridgant was born September 28, 1919, in Philadelphia, per Social Security Applications and Claims 
Index. He died on October 27, 1997, per U.S. Social Security Death Index. 

 
83  In Ashkenazi Jewish families, particularly in eastern Europe, it was traditional to name a newborn child after a 

deceased relative (often, a grandparent) (JewishGen:www.jewishgen.org/InfoFiles/Given 
Names/slide7.html) This pattern of repeating personal names in alternating generations is clearly demonstrated 
in the patrilineal line of descent portrayed in Table 2. 

 
84  “New York Passenger Arrival Lists (Ellis Island), 1892–1924,” database, FamilySearch 

(https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:JXXS-CYQ: December 6, 2014), Selman Friedgant, February 1, 1907; 
citing departure port Boulogne, arrival port New York, ship name Pennsylvania, NARA microfilm publication 
T715 and M237 (Washington D.C.: National Archives and Records Administration, undated).  

 
85  “United States Census, 1910,” database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ 

ark:/61903/1:1:MGC8-G4L: accessed January 2, 2017), Samuel Ferdant, Philadelphia Ward 4, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, United States; citing enumeration district (ED) 57, sheet 19A, family 356, NARA microfilm 
publication T624 (Washington D.C.: National Archives and Records Administration, 1982), roll 1388; FHL 
microfilm 1,375,401. 

 
86  National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), Washington D.C.; Naturalization Petitions for the 

Eastern District of Pennsylvania, 1795–1930; NARA Series: M1522; Reference: (Roll 095) Petition Nos 10001-
10375. Ancestry.com. Selected U.S. Naturalization Records–Original Documents, 1790–1974 [database on-
line]. Provo, UT, USA: Ancestry.com Operations Inc., 2009. 

 
87  Pennsylvania Historic and Museum Commission; Pennsylvania, USA; Certificate Number Range: 103501–

106500. Ancestry.com. Pennsylvania, Death Certificates, 1906–1964 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: 
Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2014.  

 
88  Solomon Freedgont tombstone photo on Find A Grave: www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GSln= 

friedgant&GSfn=solomon&GSbyrel=all&GSdyrel=all&GSob=n&GRid=174694522&df=all&. He is buried in 
the Bershader section of Har Jehuda Cemetery, Upper Darby, Delaware Co., PA (Ancestry.com, PA and NJ 
Church and Town Records). 
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89  Duvid’s birth year (c. 1805) has been estimated by interpolation between the estimated birth year of his father, 

Yitzchok (c. 1775), and the estimated birth year of his son Itsko (c. 1835). His year of death has been estimated 
according to the standard estimate of seventy years for a lifespan. Itsko’s birth year (c. 1835) has been estimated 
from his age in a revision list; his year of death has been estimated from the standard assumption of seventy 
years for a lifespan.  
 
In an 1875 revision list, Itsko Duvidovich [son of David] Friedgant, age forty, was living in Balta with his sons 
Leiba, age eleven (c. 1864) and Iosel, age ten (c. 1865), although Itsko was registered in Bershad. Itsko’s wife, 
Leja, was not enumerated with the family, and Selman Friedgant, who was born in 1868 in Bershad, also was 
not listed (Additional Jewish revision lists of the town of Balta, Balta uezd, Podolia gubernia [province], 1875; 
Fond 226, Inventory 80, File 117; Khmelnytskyi Archives, Ukraine, translation by Alex Denisenko, email 
correspondence with Susan K Steeble, January 30, 2015). 

 
90  In birth records for 1856–1862, Itsko Friedgant, and his wife, Leja, were listed as the parents of three children 

born in Bershad: Ester-Sura (1856), Ronya (1857), and Yukel (1862) (Vital Statistical book of registration of 
newborn Jews in the town of Berszhad, Olgopol uezd, 1856–1857, 1957–1858, and 1862; Fond 227, Inventory 
5, Files 69, 90, and 166; Khmelnytskyi Archives, Ukraine, translation by Alex Denisenko, email 
correspondence with Susan K Steeble, January 30, 2015). 

 
91  Selman Friedgant was born July 20, 1868, in Bershad, according to his Declaration of Intention and Petition for 

Naturalization, filed in U.S. Circuit Court in Philadelphia (National Archives and Records Administration 
(NARA), Op. cit. He died December 27, 1932, according to his Pennsylvania death certificate (Pennsylvania 
Historic and Museum Commission, Op. cit. 

 
92  Additional Jewish revision lists of the town of Balta, Balta uezd, Podolia gubernia [province], 1875. Op. cit. 
 
93  Strassburg, now Kuchurhan, is about forty miles northwest of the city of Odessa and about 130 miles south of 

Bershad; the agricultural colony of Strassburg was founded in 1808 by a group of German Catholic immigrants, 
who named it after their birthplace, but Jews were living there by the 1870s. 

 
94  Moishe Friegand’s year of birth was estimated on the basis of his oldest son’s estimated birth year, using the 

standard assumption of twenty-five years for a generation. His year of death was estimated to be before 1903 
because a grandson born in that year was named after him. 

 
Leib/Louis Fredgant’s years of birth and death were confirmed by his death record, obtained by Russell C 
Lipton from the Colorado Office of Behavioral Health. 
 
Moishe/Morris Fredgant’s years of birth and death were documented in U.S. Veterans’ Cemeteries database 
and the Florida Death Index. 

 
95  Delbert Clark Lipton’s year of birth was determined from the date he used in official records throughout his 

lifetime and from a hospital record showing the date when his mother gave birth to a son. His year of death was 
documented by the U.S. Social Security Death Index.  
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96  The confirmed and estimated years of birth and death in the Marchosky family were researched by Eusebio R 

Marchosky and can be viewed in the “Marchosky Tree,” at https://www.ancestry.com/family-
tree/tree/83966254/family. 

 
97  The confirmed and estimated years of birth and death in the Mondrik family (with the exception of the estimated 

birth year for Itzhak Lerman; see below) were researched by Hector Mondrik and can be viewed in the “Rebbe 
Raphael of Bershad Lerman?’s Family Tree,” at https://www.geni.com/family-
tree/index/6000000024891859173.  
 
However, genealogical research shows that all three adult sons of Rabbi Raphael of Bershad acquired the 
surname Fridgant, not Lerman, and our Y-DNA study proves that Rabbi Raphael of Bershad is not the patrilineal 
ancestor of this lineage. We estimate that Itzhak Lerman was born circa 1815, or even earlier, if he changed his 
family’s surname to help his sons avoid military conscription in the 1830s. Furthermore, Rabbi Raphael was 
born circa 1751 and is unlikely to have fathered a child in his sixties or seventies.  

 
98  Hector Mondrik: “Itzhak? Lerman” (https://www.geni.com/people/ItzhakLerman/6000000000 

222681267). 
 
99  Obodovka, now Obodivka, Ukraine, is twelve miles west of Bershad.  
 
100  Vad Rashkov, Bessarabia (now Vadul-Rasçov, Moldova), is located on the west bank of the Dniester River, 

about forty-five miles southwest of Obodovka. 
 
101  Encyclopedia of the Founders and Builders of Israel (www.tidhar.tourolib.org/tidhar/view/14/4506): “Yitzhak 

Carmeli [Mondrik] was born in Bershad, in 1893. His father was Chaim David (ritual slaughterer and supervisor 
of Jewish religious dietary laws), who is a descendant of Rabbi David Leikes, who was a pupil of the Baal Shem 
Tov. Also, his family was related to the famous Rabbi Raphael the Chassid from Bershad, a famous city in 
Ukraine. And his mother was Sarah Akdisman”; translation by Jeffrey Briskman, email correspondence with 
Susan Steeble, January 19, 2017. Yitzhak Carmeli is a third cousin, once removed, to Hector Mondrik. 

 
102  Family Tree DNA Learning Center: “What Does Each Short Tandem Repeat (STR) Marker Mean?” 

https://www.familytreedna.com/learn/y-dna-testing/y-str/short-tandem-repeat-str-marker-mean. 
 
103  Rabbi Yaakov Kleiman: “The DNA Chain of Tradition: The Discovery of the Cohen Gene.” http://www.cohen-

levi.org/jewish_genes_and_genealogy/the_dna_chain_of_tradition.htm. 
 
104  Wikipedia: “Haplogroup.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haplogroup. A haplogroup is comprised of similar 

haplotypes that share a common ancestor having the same single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) mutation in 
all haplotypes. In human genetics, the haplogroups most commonly studied are Y-chromosome (Y-DNA) 
haplogroups and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) haplogroups, both of which can be used to define genetic 
populations.  

 
The special feature that both Y-DNA and mtDNA display is that mutations can accrue along a certain 
chromosome segment; these mutations remain fixed in place on the DNA, and the historical sequence of these 
mutations can be inferred. 
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105  Czar Alexander I’s 1804 edict resulted in administrative policies and taxation laws that required all members 

of a household to take the same surname. 

106  Jeffrey Mark Paull, Jeffrey Briskman, Yitzchak Meyer Twersky, and Susan K Steeble: “When Y-DNA and 
Yichus Tell Different Stories.” Academia.edu, July 20, 2017. https://www.academia.edu/33977075/When_Y-
DNA_and_Yichus_Tell_Different_Stories.  

 
107  Jeffrey Mark Paull: “Connecting to the Great Rabbinic Families through Y-DNA: A Case Study of the Polonsky 

Rabbinical Lineage.” Op. cit. Using FTDNA’s time predictor model, the author found that the actual TMRCA 
fell between the 58.6 percent and 89.5 percent probability predictions. 

 
108  Jeffrey Mark Paull and Jeffrey Briskman: “Connecting to the Great Rabbinic Families through Y-DNA: The 

Savran-Bendery Chassidic Dynasty.” Op. cit. Using FTDNA’s time predictor model, the authors found that the 
actual TMRCA fell between the 53.8 percent and 93.3 percent probability predictions.  

 
109  Jeffrey Mark Paull, Neil Rosenstein, and Jeffrey Briskman: “The Y-DNA Genetic Signature and Ethnic Origin 

of the Katzenellenbogen Rabbinical Lineage.” Op. cit. Using FTDNA’s time predictor model, the authors found 
that the actual TMRCA fell between the 78.5 percent and 95.8 percent probability predictions. 

 
110  Jeffrey Mark Paull and Jeffrey Briskman: “Identifying the Genetic Fingerprint of a Tzaddik that Touched the 

World: The Shpoler Zeida.” Op. cit. Using FTDNA’s time predictor model, the authors found that the actual 
TMRCA corresponded to the 63.9 probability prediction (based on one genetic match at 37 STR markers; 
results for a third descendant who matched at only 25 STR markers were not included in the TiP analysis).  

 
111  Rachel Unkefer: “Interpreting Y-DNA Markers: A Primer.” AVOTAYNU: The International Review of Jewish 

Genealogy, Vol. XXX, No. 1, Spring 2014. Using McGee Utilities to calculate TMRCAs, the author reported: 
“In situations with known family trees, the number of generations back to the known MRCA tends to be smaller 
(more recent) than the 95 percent probability prediction in the vast majority of cases we have studied. The actual 
documented TMRCA usually falls between the 50 percent probability predictions and the 95 percent probability 
predictions.” 

 
112  Wikipedia: “Haplogroup.” Op. cit. 
 
113  ISOGG: “Haplogroup.” International Society of Genetic Genealogy (ISOGG). 

http://isogg.org/wiki/Haplogroup. 
 
114  Ibid. 
 
115  A clade is a branch on the Y chromosome tree that constitutes a haplogroup and includes all the descendants of 

a single most recent common ancestor (MRCA). A subclade is a downstream (occurring later in time) branch 
or subgroup of the haplogroup. http://isogg.org/wiki/Y-DNA_project_help.  

 
116  ISOGG: “Y-DNA Project Help.” International Society of Genetic Genealogy. http://isogg.org/wiki/Y-

DNA_project_help.    
 
117  ISOGG: “Y-DNA Haplogroup Tree 2017.” International Society of Genetic Genealogy. http://isogg.org/tree/ 

index.html.  
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118  FTDNA: “The Methodology Behind the 2014 Y-DNA Haplotree.” https://www.familytreedna.com/learn/y-

dna-testing/introducing-2014-y-dna-haplotree.  
 
119  YFull: “Ytree, version 5.01.” https://www.yfull.com/tree.  
 
120  Janet Billstein Akaha: Email correspondence with Jeffrey Mark Paull, February 7, 2017. 
 
121  Sergey Malyshev: “R1b Basal Subclades Phylogenetic Trees.” https://www.familytreedna.com/groups/r-1b-

basal-subclades/about/results. 
 
122  C Cinnioğlu, RJ King, T Kivisild, et al.: "Excavating Y-chromosome haplotype strata in Anatolia.” Human 

Genetics. 114 (2): 127–148 (2004). 
 
123 Family Tree DNA (FTDNA): “Haplogroup J-M267.” https://www.familytreedna.com/my/y-dna-

haplotree?ekit=DZ0hPj4CTWDlFOlO78xiyQ%3d%3d.  
 
124  Wikipedia: “Haplogroup J-M267.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haplogroup_J-M267. 
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